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Lizardman	shaman	ranged	guide	osrs	quest	guide	list	printable

ICE	no	longer	accepts	LT	applications.	When	I	started	playing	the	game,	my	mental	health	state	was	at	an	all	time	low.	Blow	raspberries	outside	the	entrance	to	Keep	Le	Faye.	Best	of	luck	to	everyone!	Date	of	Drop	Party	and	Giveaways:	11/3/19	(11/4	is	the	official	day	Alora	went	live	BUT	with	it	falling	on	a	Monday,	we	would	much	rather	do	it	on
Sunday)	Location	of	Drop	Party:	::event	Time	of	Drop	Party:	1PM	EST	(5PM	Server	Time)	If	you	wish	to	donate	to	this	drop	party,	Pm	myself	or	any	Admin	in-game	or	on	forums	and	you	will	be	given	a	shout	out	down	below	and	in	the	video/stream	I	make	of	this	drop	party.	Hopefully	this	is	not	a	"goodbye",	it's	a	"be	right	back".	Vorkath	changes:	You
will	no	longer	be	able	to	splash	on	the	Zombified	spawn	that	Vorkath	summons	if	using	Crumble	undead,	even	if	you	have	a	very	low	magic	bonus.	This	is	enforced	through	the	Administration	Team's	discretion.	This	way,	we’re	able	to	give	you	guys	a	larger,	more	enjoyable	update	and	hopefully	the	extra	time	we’ve	taken	has	allowed	us	to	filter
through	the	bugs.	Needed:		Iron	Med	Helm	Emerald	Ring	White	Apron	Duel	Arena	Ticket	Office	*27	Construction	Req.	General:	Respawn:	Hydra	will	now	respown	after	approximately	60	seconds.	REST	IN	PEACE								@gabrifane99	The	Tribute	will	take	place	at	Barrows	on	September	26th	at	05:00	PM	GMT	''	Server	time	''					Omicron,	Elsa,	5	and	44
others	like	this	Posted	by	Omicron	on	27	January	2019	-	01:12	PM	Hotfixes:	(27/01/19)	Considering	the	scale	of	the	previous	update,	there	were	bound	to	be	a	few	bugs.	Cook	75	Karambwan	at	the	Fishing	Guild	*65	Fishing,	30	Cooking		-								Use	raw	Karambwans	on	1	of	the	2	ranges	inside	of	the	Fishing	Guild.	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:
Morytania	Legs	3:	5	Daily	teleport	to	the	Ectofuntus	Unlimited	teleports	to	Burgh	de	Rott	7.5%	bonus	experience	for	slayer	tasks	in	the	slayer	tower.	If	you	lure	it	over	the	wrong	vent,	it	will	have	50%	increased	damage	towards	you.	To	know	that	cash	grabs	and	flashy	update	threads	are	clearly	more	important	than	the	player’s	experience,	it	truly
saddens	me.		I	anticipate	all	of	the	discussions	this	may	start,	and	I	look	forward	to	feedback	from	everyone	within	the	community.		S,	Horror,	Miq	and	45	others	like	this	Posted	by	Call	m	Daddy	on	24	September	2021	-	11:08	AM	First	of	all	I	ask	the	condolences	of	the	entire	server	@gabrifane99	unfortunately	on	15th	September	a	great	friend,
member	of	Alora	and	loved	by	the	entire	Portuguese	and	Brazilian	community	passed	away,	he	had	a	terrible	motorcycle	accident	and	we	are	all	in	grief.	With	our	wonderful	community	and	high	update	frequency,	RuneLite	is	the	icing	on	the	cake	that	will	make	us	stand	out	even	more	than	we	already	have.	The	canyon	contains	three	shamans	in	a
large,	multi-combat	area.	I	was	feeling	lost,	depressed..	Map	Info:	Orange	Circle	=	Start/Teleport	spot	Red	Star	=	Clue	position	Average	Clue	Attempts:	1-3	Easy	3-6	Medium	4-6	Hard	5-7	Elite	8-10	Master	Required	Gear:	Blue	Wizard	Hat	-	Spawns	on	the	table	in	Ozaich's	Hut	in	Edgeville	White	Apron	x2	-	Spawns	in	the	Fishing	Shop	in	Port	Sarim
Villager	Sandals	-	Can	be	purchased	from	the	Sir	Loyale	T	in	Edgeville	Leather	Chaps	Leather	Body	Leather	Gloves	x2	Leather	Boots	Sapphire	Necklace	Emerald	Amulet	Emerald	Ring	Normal	Shortbow	Staff		-	Dropped	by	Dark	Wizards	south	of	Varrock	or	Wizards	at	Wizard's	Tower	Coif	x3	Bronze	Platelegs	Iron	Med	Helm	Iron	Platebody	Iron
Platelegs	Iron	Chainbody	Iron	Pickaxe	Iron	Scimitar	Steel	Plateskirt	Studded	Leather	Body	-	Can	be	crafted	by	using	studs	(Steel	Bar	>	Anvil)	on	a	leather	body	Adamant	Full	Helm	Adamant	Platebody	Adamant	Platelegs	Silver	Sickle	(blessed)	-	Can	be	purchased	from	the	Vote	Shop	Master	Clues	Only:	Arclight	-	Daily	Task	Shop	or	a	drop	from	Skotizo
Amulet	of	the	Damned	-	Slayer	Reward	Shop	Torag's	Hammers	Dharok's	Greataxe		Dragon	Defender/Avernic	Defender	Full	graceful	outfit	Prospector	kit	Lumberjack	outfit	Rune	med	helm	Rune	darts	Anti-venom	potion	Flared	Trousers	Ancient	Staff	Rune	Boots	Dragon	Pickaxe	Dragon	Battleaxe	Dragon	2h-Sword	Obsidian	Cape	Bandos	Boots	Helm	of
Neitiznot	Slayer	Helmet	(of	any	kind)	Zamorak	Godsword	Recommended	Items:	Amulet	of	Glory	-	Can	be	made	by	enchanting	a	Dragonstone	Amulet	Ardougne	Cloak	-		Achievement	Diary	Reward	Digsite	Pendant	-	Can	be	made	by	enchanting	a	Ruby	Necklace	Explorer's	Ring	-	Achievement	Diary	Reward	Necklace	of	Passage	-	Can	be	made	by
enchanting	a	Jade	Necklace	Seed	Pod	-	Can	be	obtained	from	Sir	Loyale	T	or	the	PKP	Shop	Xeric's	Talisman	-	Can	be	obtained	as	a	drop	from	Lizardmen	STASH	Units	Spoiler	Keep	La	Faye	*42	Construction	Req.	Big	shoutout	to	@Omicron,	@Lowkey,	the	Staff	team,	&	most	importantly	this	community	of	GAMERS	for	keeping	Alora	going	for	almost	5
years!	Similar	to	last	year,	we	will	be	hosting	a	giveaway	on	top	of	the	drop	party	we	will	be	having.	Complete	the	Fight	Caves	3	times	-								Self-Explanatory	Elite	Plant	2	Spirit	tree	seeds	North	of	Brimhaven	*83	Farming	-								Brimhaven	City	teleport,	run	north	to	patch	Complete	the	Inferno	-								Self-Explanatory	Create	10	Anti-venom	potions	on
Karamja	*87	Herblore	-								Guide	Here		Kourend	&	Kebos	Diary	Rewards:	Easy:	Rada’s	blessing	1:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Kourend	woodland	2%	chance	to	catch	an	extra	fish	5%	lower	burn	rate(total	15%)	when	cooking	in	the	Hosidius	kitchen	while	wearing	any	Rada’s	blessing	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Rada’s	blessing	2:	Unlimited	teleports	to
Kourend	woodland	3	daily	teleports	to	Mount	Karuulm	4%	chance	to	catch	an	extra	fish	Free	access	to	Crabclaw	isle	5%	chance	to	mine	double	dense	essence	blocks	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Rada’s	blessing	3:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Kourend	woodland	5	daily	teleports	to	Mount	Karuulm	6%	chance	to	catch	an	extra	fish	10%	more	slayer	points
from	completing	Konar	slayer	tasks	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Rada’s	blessing	3:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Kourend	woodland	Unlimited	teleports	to	Mount	Karuulm	8%	chance	to	catch	an	extra	fish	Protection	from	Karuulm	dungeon	burn	effect(no	blessing	required)	10%	more	blood	runes	from	runecrafting	Slayer	helmet	works	as	Shayzien	helmet(5)
This	perk	is	still	automatically	applied	to	Legendary	donators	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Complete	a	Farming	Contract	*45	Farming	-								Receive	contract	from	Farmer	Jane	in	the	farming	guild	at	level	45	farming,	Guide	Here	Mine	50	Dense	Essence	Blocks	*38	Mining	-								Dense	Essence	mine	skilling	teleport,	bring	a	chisel	so	you	can	stay	there
Pray	at	the	Xeric	Shrine	-								Skilling	teleport	to	Lake	Molch,	take	boat	to	west	dock.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Catherby	>	Follow	the	coast	west	then	south	to	Keep	La	Faye	Cheer	for	the	monks	at	Port	Sarim.	Highscores:	Group	Ironman	highscores	are	now	available!	You	can	choose	to	view	the	top	teams,	or	the	top	individual	players.
Dragon	hunter	crossbow	/	Dragon	hunter	lance	both	now	apply	their	damage/accuracy	increases	when	fighting	the	Alchemical	Hydra,	and	the	regular	Hydras.	Tweak	#2:	The	timing	of	the	special	attacks	will	always	be	after	the	first	3	attacks	on	each	phase.	Smelt	20	steel	bars	using	the	furnace	in	East	Ardougne	*30	Smithing	-							Ardougne	teleport,
run	West	to	crossroads,	then	North	Kill	10	Market	Guards	at	the	East	Ardougne	market	stalls	-							Ardougne	teleport	Pickpocket	the	Master	Farmer	north	of	East	Ardougne	35	times	*38	Thieving	-							Self	Explanatory	Hard	Harvest	9	white	berries	from	the	bush	patch	south	of	East	Ardougne	*59	Farming	-							Teleport	to	Ardougne	and	run	south
towards	the	monastery	the	bush	patch	is	just	before	you	get	to	the	monastery	Smith	5	Mithril	Platebodies	at	the	anvil	in	Yanille	*68	Smithing	-							Teleport	to	Yanille,	run	southeast	to	the	anvil	Successfully	pickpocket	a	Paladin	35	times	*70	Thieving	-							-	Self	Explanatory	Catch	20	Red	Salamanders	*59	Hunter	-							Teleport	to	the	Ourania	Altar	(ZMI
Runecrafting)	with	ropes	and	small	nets,	they	are	located	to	the	east	and	south	of	the	altar	Elite	Harvest	50	Grimy	Torstols	from	the	Ardougne	farming	patch	*85	Farming	-							Ardougne	teleport,	run	north.	Suggested	skills	80+		80+		20+		(60+	Recommended)	80+		40+		(43+	Recommended)	Equipment	Optimal	spot	to	set-up	cannon	in	north-west
corner,	a	few	spaces	west	of	the	obstruction.	Without	going	into	too	much	detail,	I've	been	going	through	a	ton	of	shit	for	about	a	year	now	which	has	put	me	in	a	terrible	position	currently.	~	Banks	Alora	Administration	Team	Omicron,	Ultistic,	Luke	and	43	others	like	this	What	happened	to	crack	the	clue?	Ardougne	Teleport	>	Run	west	to	the	church
(altar	symbol)	>	Climb	the	ladder	on	the	west	side	of	the	church	>	Search	the	crates	A	town	with	a	different	sort	of	night-life	is	your	destination.	(See	map	below)	First	level:	Hydras	(includes	a	task-only	room)	Wyrms	(62	Slayer	required)	(includes	a	task-only	room)	Alchemical	Hydra	(95	Slayer	required)	(boss	—	see	below)	Middle	level:	Drakes	(84
Slayer	required)	(includes	a	task-only	room)	Greater	demons	Sulphur	lizards	(44	Slayer	required)	Upper	level:	Note:	Venturing	into	any	part	of	the	dungeon	past	the	first	chamber	(any	part	with	monsters	in	it)	will	require	foot	protection	—	if	you	are	not	wearing	any	of	the	following	boots,	you	will	take	constant	damage	while	in	the	dungeon:	(a
warning	is	issued	before	entering	these	areas)	Boots	of	stone	Boots	of	brimstone	Granite	boots	Cannons	cannot	be	used	here.	But	to	have	a	rank,	you	must	apply	on	this	thread	so	that	the	staff	team	knows	that	you	want	to	be	a	part	of	ICE's	ranks.	Let's	look	at	the	most	recent,	and	probably	best	example	of	this.	If	any	staff	member	meets	all	of	the
requirements	but	post	count	this	may	be	overlooked,	since	anything	staff-related	on	the	forums	does	not	grant	post	count.	Fixed	the	‘0’	amount	showing	up	next	to	items	on	certain	interfaces	(certain	shops,	skill	guide	interfaces,	etc).	There	is	no	tinfoil	bullshit	reason	as	to	why	I	am	leaving,	I	am	not	upset	with	anyone	but	myself.	How	many	players
have	left	Alora	because	they	wanted	to	play	a	new	account	and	didn’t	have	the	option	to	transfer	their	rank	to	a	new	account?	(50%	more	damage	if	on	wrong	vent)	50%	HP	-	Red	phase	Hits	up	to	35,	and	uses	a	special	fire	wall	attack.	Plant	5	limpwurt	root	seeds	at	the	Catherby	farming	patch	*26	Farming	-								Catherby	skilling	teleport,	run	north	to
the	farming	patches.	Elite:	Fremennik	sea	boots	4:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Relleka	Elite	experience	lamp	Noted	Dagannoth	bone	drops	when	the	noted-bones	option	is	toggled	10%	more	rewards	from	Kingdom	of	Miscellania	Easy	Kill	30	Rock	Crabs	-								;;train	Collect	25	Snape	Grass	near	Relleka	-								Dagannoth	monster	tele	run	North	Chop	20	Teak
logs	near	Etceteria	*35	Woodcutting	-								Miscellania	skilling	teleport	then	run	East	Mine	15	Silver	Ore	from	the	Relleka	Mine	*20	Mining	-								;;train	then	run	south	of	the	mine	to	the	entrance	Medium	Plant	3	Whiteberry	seeds	near	Miscellania	*59	Farming	-								Miscellania	skilling	teleport,	run	east	across	the	bridge	then	south	east	to	the	bush
patch	Mine	20	coal	from	the	Miscellania	mine	*30	Mining	-									Miscellania	skilling	teleport,	run	North	Chop	35	Maple	logs	near	Miscellania	*45	Woodcutting	-								Miscellania	skilling	teleport	then	run	east	to	the	maple	trees	Mix	10	Super	attack	potions	in	Relleka	*45	Herblore	-								;;train	and	then	mix	eyes	of	newt	with	unfished	irit	potions	Hard
Chop	30	Mahogany	logs	near	Etceteria	*50	Woodcutting	-									Miscellania	skilling	teleport,	run	east	across	the	bridge	then	north	east	Kill	35	Spiritual	Mages	in	the	God	Wars	Dungeon	-								GWD	dungeon	teleport	Complete	a	Konar	Dagannoth	slayer	task	-								Get	a	task	from	Konar	for	Dagannoths	Kill	50	Dagganoth	King	-								Dagannoth	Kings	boss
teleport	Elite	Receive	a	Vorkath's	Head	from	Vorkath	*Dragon	Slayer	2	-								1/50	drop	from	vorkath	guaranteed	on	the	50th	kill	Check	the	health	of	2	Spirit	Trees	near	Miscellania	*83	Farming	-								Miscellania	skilling	teleport,	run	East	across	bridge	then	southeast	to	patch	Smith	50	rune	bars	using	the	Blast	Furnace	*85	Smithing	-								Blast
Furnace	minigames	teleport,	50	rune	and	200	coal	needed	Kill	each	of	the	God	Wars	Dungeon	bosses	10	times	-								God	Wars	Dungeon	teleport,	kill	each	10x	Kandarin	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	This	works	with	any	headgear	When	equipped,	chopping	normal	trees	gives	double	logs	Kandarin	Headgear	15%	chance	for	an	extra	mark	of	grace	from	the
Seers	rooftop	course	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Kandarin	Headgear	2	25%	chance	for	an	extra	mark	of	grace	from	the	Seers	rooftop	course	33%	faster	spinning	at	the	Seers	village	spinning	wheel	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Kandarin	Headgear	3:	5	daily	teleports	to	Seers	bank	33%	chance	for	an	extra	mark	of	grace	from	the	Seers	rooftop
course	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Kandarin	Headgear	3:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Seers	bank	50%	chance	for	an	extra	mark	of	grace	from	the	Seers	rooftop	course	50%	discount	to	convert	a	Zamorakian	Spear	to	a	hasta	from	Otto	Godblessed	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Pick	50	flax	-								Seers’	village	city	teleport	south	to	flax	field.	You	will	receive	a
purple	chatbox	message	when	hitting	this	drop	table.	Fixed	the	pet	announce	as	“Hydra1”	rather	than	“Ikkle	Hydra”	Karuulm	Slayer	dungeon:	The	task-only	areas	for	these	bosses	can	now	properly	be	entered	if	you	are	on	the	correct	task.	Bow	upstairs	in	the	Monastery	Teleport	Home,	Run	west	to	the	Monastery	and	climb	up	the	ladder	Beckon	in
the	digsite,	near	the	eastern	winch.	Unique	assignments:	Unlike	other	Slayer	masters,	Konar’s	assignments	must	be	defeated	in	the	location	of	her	choosing.	Notable	Drops:	Hydra	bones	(x2)	(always)	Bury	these	bones	for	90	experience.	Everyone	I’ve	talked	with	seems	to	agree	that	this	is	a	clear	cash	grab,	and	honestly,	a	slap	in	the	face	to	most	of
us.	Shamans	cannot	jump	if	the	player	is	next	to	an	obstacle	or	wall,	as	they	occupy	a	3x3	space.	Thanks,	Grandma!	Teleport	Wizard	->	Duneon	Teleport	->	Kourend	Catacombs	->	Climb	up	the	vine	>	Run	East	till	ports	->		North	all	the	way	to	to	the	end	->	East	to	fishing	shop	and	speak	to	"Tynan"	Follow	the	map	guide	here:		Anger	Abbot	Langley
Speak	to	Abbot	Langley	while	you	have	a	negative	prayer	bonus	(Currently	only	possible	with	anicent	staff)	Edgeville	Monastry	->	;;shops	run	west	Ghommal	Wishes	to	be	impressed	by	how	strong	your	equipment	is	Speak	to	Ghommal	with	a	total	melee	strength	bonus	of	over	100.	Rune	plate	body)	and	you	are	on	a	stock	tab,	you	will	be	taken	back	to
the	main	tab.	You	now	must	have	a	Hydra	task	to	enter	the	Alchemical	hydra	lair.	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Western	Banner	3:	5	daily	teleports	to	Piscatoris	Fishing	Colony	Ability	to	upgrade	to	elite	void.		Grind	50	bucks	of	sand	in	the	quarry	south	of	the	Bandit	Camp	*35	Mining	-							Desert	Bandits	Monster	Teleport,	Run	south	to	the	Quarry
Hard	Smith	an	Adamant	full	helm	using	the	anvil	in	Nardah	*77	Smithing	-								Orange	salamander	skilling	teleport,	run	directly	south	to	Nardah.	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Explorer’s	ring	4:	Players	can	replenish	100%	run	energy	3	times	a	day	Players	can	cast	low	alchemy	with	the	ring	without	using	any	runes	Unlimited	daily	teleports	to	the
cabbage	patch	near	Falador	farm.	Much	love,	Sheep.	This	has	been	fixed	for	all	affected	Wilderness	tasks.	The	opinion	the	community	holds	on	donator	ranks	is	already	that	the	highest	rank	that	is	worth	the	cost	is	uber,	so	why	would	anyone	in	their	right	mind	pay	for	a	potential	$20,000	(potentially	higher)	rank?	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon
Teleports	>	Brimhaven	Dungeon	>	Exit	the	dungeon	east	>	Run	north	to	the	POH	Portal	then	east	to	the	Shrimp	and	the	Parrot.		Add	the	Falador	shield	4;	Mole	locator,	10%	more	Farming	experience	from	the	Falador	farm	(maybe	add	Prayer	recharge	twice	a	day)	(thanks	Raud	Kukkel											Able	to	use	Ring	of	Recoils	on	the	Ring	of	Suffering	&	(i)
for	the	Ring	of	Recoil	effect	(thanks	Ye	its	me	)					Not	able	to	teleport	to	Karamja/Al-kharid	with	the	Amulet	of	Glory	Add	boss	timers	Add	Chamber	of	Xeric's	(RAIDS)	overload	timer	Move	the	raids	damage	counter	from	top	left	to	top	right	(not	able	to	see	the	damage)	click	HERE	to	see	the	differences								Change	total	level	2279	to	2277	(still	not
fixed)										Change	the	xp	in	each	skill,	as	example:	163439012	to	163,439,012															Make	the	experience	fit	in	the	XP	drops	bar	(OLD:	)	(NEW:	)												Add	Zahur	who	can	make	your	cleaned	herbs	into	unfinished	potions	(you	take	noted	vial	of	waters	and	the	specific	cleaned	herb)		Add	drop	notification	so	we	actually	no	need	to	check	out	our
drops	on	the	ground	instead	of	just	looking	the	notification	in	the	chatbox	of	what	drop	we	got.	Champ	has	created	a	forum	award	for	donators	towards	the	drop	party.	For	example,	the	first	phase	should	attack	3x	mage,	3x	range,	3x	mage,	1x	special,	then	back	to	3x	range,	then	restart	the	loop.	This	will	deal	unblockable	poison	damage	for	up	to	30
damage.	Needed:		Leather	Boots	Leather	Body	Silver	Sickle	(blessed)	Druid	Circle	*27	Construction	Req.	The	house	is	located	north-west	of	the	bank.	I've	not	been	around	since	the	start	of	Alora	but	I	can	say	since	I	joined	in	2018,	that	we	have	the	best	&	strongest	community	in	the	scene.	My	confidence,	my	smile,	everything	that's	positive	was
coming	back	as	I	played	it	and	enjoyed	every	single	day	of	it.	For	everyone	who	leaves	a	like	on	this	topic,	you	will	be	entered	to	win	1	Cosmetic/Ultimate	MBOX	each!	Only	1	entry	per	person	as	we	will	be	checking	(no	liking	on	multiple	accounts,	they	will	NOT	count	and	all	of	your	accounts	will	be	disqualified).	Misc	QoL							Add/working	Costume
room	(for	storing	Clue	scroll/capes	and	more)						Add	the	Angler's	outfit	(provides	2.5%+	bonus	Fishing	experience	when	worn)							Add	the	Rogues'	outfit	(while	wearing	pieces	of	the	Rogues'	armour	there	is	a	chance	on	getting	twice	the	loot	from	an	NPC,	with	the	full	Rogues'												outfit	guaranteeing	the	loot).	When	casting	combat	spells	while
wearing	this	ring,	it	has	a	25%	chance	to	ignore	10%	of	the	target’s	magic	defence.	If	you	have	all	3	already	in	your	bank/inventory,	you	will	receive	a	random	piece,	but	if	you	are	missing	one,	you	will	receive	the	piece	that	you	require.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Canifis	>	Run	southwest	to	the	entrance	of	Mort	Myre	Swamp	I	wonder	how
many	bronze	swords	he	has	handed	out.		Talk	to	Vannaka.	Catch	15	Raw	Cod	in	Catherby	*23	Fishing	-								Can	be	caught	on	the	eastern	Catherby	shores.	The	level	145	Dark	warriors	in	the	Dark	Warriors’	Fortress	had	the	same	HP	and	max	hit	as	the	level	8	warriors	and	were	giving	too	many	Slayer	points.	Find	a	crate	close	to	the	monks	that	like
to	paaarty!	The	crate	is	in	the	east	side	of	the	Kandarin	Monastery,	which	is	south	of	Ardougne	and	where	Brother	Omad	is	found.	Crumble	undead	will	guarantee	that	you	kill	the	spawn	in	1	hit	100%	of	the	time.	Last	Updated:	07/04/19.	Group	Ironman	shared	bank	changes:	The	shared	bank	will	no	longer	“cut	off”	at	the	bottom	if	you	have	many
items	stored.	Changes:	Boss	pets:	Many	boss	pets	simply	don’t	get	announced,	as	NPC	drops	are	only	announced	if	they	have	value	(pets	don’t	have	a	value	attached	to	them).	Hydra’s	leather	(~1/403	chance)	Used	to	create	Ferocious	gloves.	If	something	doesn’t	pass	their	threshold	of	being	approved	by	the	community	(75%),	they	don’t	bother
implementing	it	unless	they	further	reach	out	to	the	community,	ask	what	changes	would	need	to	be	made	to	see	the	content	implemented,	and	then	make	said	changes.	Continue	south	until	reaching	Xeric’s	Shrine	Kill	20	Sand	Crabs	-								Sand	Crabs	monster	teleport	Medium	Catch	25	fish	through	Aerial	Fishing.	Players	will	no	longer	receive
doubles	of	an	item	if	they	are	missing	other	pieces	of	the	items	required	to	create	the	Brimstone	ring.	Search	a	wardrobe	in	Draynor.		Go	to	Aggie's	house	and	search	the	wardrobe	on	the	northern	wall.	This	is	mainly	to	prevent	Moles/Spies.	*A	clue	step	is	also	nearby*	Purchase	an	uncut	onyx	from	TzHaar-Hur-Zal’s	shop	-								300k	tokkul,	can	get
from	selling	obsidian	armour/weapons	-					Tokkul	can	also	be	obtained	by	completing	waves	of	the	Fight	Caves	or	Inferno	minigames.	Explorer's	Ring	Teleport	>	Run	south	to	the	monks	on	the	docks	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	west	then	south	to	the	monks	on	the	docks	Clap	in	the	main	exam	room	in	the	Exam
Centre.	Thankfully,	you	guys	were	great	at	reporting	them	quickly	and	I’ve	been	working	hard	to	patch	them	up	as	quickly	as	possible.	Elite	Ironman	/	Group	Ironman	armour	sets:	Respectively	coloured	Ironman	armour	sets	for	the	Group/Elite	ironman	modes	are	now	available!	For	Elite	ironman,	this	means	that	a	gold	armour	set	can	now	be
obtained.	The	House	pet	will	now	show	up	under	the	Skilling	pets	(rather	than	simply	in	the	Misc.	Hydra’s	claw	(~1/806	chance)	Combine	with	Zamorakian	hasta	to	create	Dragon	hunter	lance	Dragon	knife	Dragon	thrownaxe	Notes:	You	will	always	receive	two	guaranteed	drops.	Special	attacks	-	Lizardman	shamans	have	three	special	attacks	that
can	be	used	without	cooldown:	Acid	spit	-	The	shaman	spits	a	large	ball	of	acid	at	the	player's	current	location.	Going	from	10	players	online	at	a	time	to	500+	was	a	good	change	of	pace	for	both	of	us	and	I	wish	nothing	but	the	best	on	his	success	with	Alora	while	I'm	gone.	Complete	20	laps	at	the	Barbarian	Agility	Course	*35	Agility	-								Barbarian
Agility	Course	skilling	teleport,	enter	course	start	completing	full	laps.	You	are	what	kept	me	logging	in	nearly	every	single	day.	I	am	at	one	of	my	lowest	points	when	it	comes	to	my	mental	health	state,	and	I	need	to	find	myself	again.	I	hope	you	guys	have	enjoyed	everything	from	the	silly	yells/broadcasts	I	do,	Streams,	Giveaways,	Drop	parties	and
the	list	goes	on.	This	attack	can	poison.	Lizardman	shamans	are	weak	to	both	combat	styles;	specifically,	they	have	negative	stab	defence	and	no	ranged	defence	bonuses.	Bring	cash	for	fee	Catch	15	Black	Salamanders	*67	Hunter	-								Black	Salamanders	skilling	teleport	Elite	Kill	50	Wilderness	Bosses	-								Any	of	Veneatis,	Vetion,	Callisto,	Scorpia,
Chaos	Elemental	Kill	15	Spiritual	Mages	in	the	Wilderness	God	Wars	Dungeon	-								Obelisk	teleport	to	level	27	then	run	slightly	north	west	to	the	cave,	or	run	north	to	bandit	camp	from	Edgeville	then	north	west	from	the	camp	Smith	a	Rune	Scimitar	from	scratch	in	the	Wilderness	Resource	Area	*90	Smithing	-								Mine,	and	smelt	2	rune	bars.	I
would	also	like	to	say	thank	you	for	trusting	me	with	the	CM	rank	for	2	years.	Obtaining	an	item	(Specifically	an	Onyx)	from	Crystal	chests,	Shooting	stars	and	Bird’s	nests	will	now	add	it	to	your	Collection	log.	Equip	only	flared	trousers	;;Home	->	South	to	lever,	run	to	the	gated	area	a	crossed	from	Resource	area.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Falador
Run	North	West	toward	Taverly	then	head	directly	north	after	going	through	the	gate	to	the	circle.	Collection	log	changes:	Many	NPC	drops	(particularly	those	that	don’t	show	up	over	announcements)	were	not	being	included	in	the	collection	log.	Hundreds	of	hours	of	development	have	gone	into	this	client,	and	we're	now	at	a	point	where	we	can
confidently	share	this	news	with	all	of	you.				We'd	like	to	highlight	why	this	was	an	unrealistic	task	to	begin	with,	and	why	we	decided	to	focus	on	it.	They	run	30	question	content	polls	at	least	once	a	month,	and	develop	content	around	the	results.	Plant	2	Calquat	tree	seeds	North	of	Tai	Bwo	Wannai	*72	Farming	-								Brimhaven	dungeon	teleport,
run	South	East	to	the	patch	Complete	a	Konar	Black	Demon	slayer	task	in	Brimhaven	Dungeon	*75	Combat	-								Get	task	from	Konar	Hard	Kill	25	Steel	Dragons	-								Stell	Dragons	monster	teleport	Plant	3	Dragonfruit	tree	seeds	North	of	Brimhaven	*81	Farming	-								City	teleport	to	brimhaven	and	run	towards	the	back	of	the	building.	You	must
have	at	least	250	post	count	on	the	forums.	Equip	Iron	platelegs,	an	emerald	amulet	and	a	shortbow.	Sulphur	lizards:	Can	now	be	attacked,	and	are	aggressive.	Omicron,	Elsa,	Chance	and	44	others	like	this	Posted	by	Banks	on	06	October	2018	-	01:02	PM	Hello	everyone.	Pet	broadcasts	have	been	added!	Many	pets	were	not	being	broadcast,	or	were
being	broadcast	incorrectly.	↑	2.0	2.1	May	be	used	for	higher	damage,	but	dodging	the	acid	attacks	is	vital	for	long	trips,	which	not	only	requires	more	effort	but	a	form	of	run	restoration.	Wyrm	bones	offer	30	Prayer	XP,	Drake	bones	offer	60	Prayer	XP	and	Hydra	bones	offer	90	Prayer	XP	(both	Hydras	and	the	Alchemical	Hydra	drop	these).	They
have	been	fixed	and	now	have	137	hit	points	and	a	max	hit	of	18.	Today	we	will	be	making	a	few	changes	to	our	Veteran	rank.	Dragon	knives:	The	most	powerful	type	of	throwing	knife,	required	60	Ranged	to	equip.	Cannons	cannot	be	used	here.	Dig	south	of	the	pillar	at	the	end	of	the	deep	wilderness	dungeon.	I	want	to	thank	everyone	that's	been
involved	with	Alora	even	if	you	just	started	yesterday.	Catacomb	Abyssal	demons	at	level	30	Slayer)	should	no	longer	happen	from	Konar’s	tasks.	Attacks	Lizardman	shamans	use	the	following	attacks:	Melee	attack	-	a	standard	melee	attack	sharing	the	same	animation	as	the	other	lizardmen.	These	can	protect	your	feet	within	the	Karuulm	Slayer
Dungeon.	Hydra’s	eye,	fang	and	heart	(3	separate	drops,	~1/161	chance	for	each)	Combine	these	to	create	the	Brimstone	ring.	Ranged	attack	-	a	standard	ranged	attack	sharing	the	same	animation	as	the	other	lizardmen.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Taverly	Dungeon	>	Climb	up	the	ladder	to	exit	the	dungeon	>	Run	north	near	the
building	with	the	sword	symbol	Dig	near	some	giant	mushrooms	behind	The	Grand	Tree.		Dig	near	the	red	mushrooms	north-west	of	the	Grand	Tree.	You	must	provide	proof	that	you	meet	ALL	of	the	requirements.	(50%	more	damage	if	on	wrong	vent)	75%	HP	-	Blue	phase	Hits	up	to	35,	and	uses	a	special	lightning	attack.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Crafting
Guild	>	Run	south	to	the	Chemist	in	the	building	just	west	of	the	POH	Portal.	He	was	a	pure	person	,	friend	of	friend	and	always	willing	to	help	everyone	,	so	in	honor	of	him	,	me	@Call	m	Daddy		@Andcom2	,	@cracatoa29	,	@windsondom	,	@Iron	Lcs1	@xMizticz	and	@MesutBrozil	decided	to	organize	a	Drop-Party	in	honor	of	the	wonderful	person	he
was,	always	trying	to	help	everyone,	never	minding	about	the	pixels	and	always	in	a	good	mood	and	laughing.	He	can	be	found	in	Edgeville	Dungeon.	Thank	you	to	everyone	who	has	donated/will	be	donating!	Bank	pics:	(will	be	updated	a	few	times	during	the	week)	Thank	you	to	Doofy	for	organizing	the	bank	Donations:	Josh	-	25B	(i	dare	you	to	take
this	spot)	Sassafras	-	3.3B	UIM	Gp	-	1.5b	To	Gain	-	1.3B	Death	Kid	-	1.2B	Gfxez	-	751m	Paine	-	750m	Doofy	-	600m	RM	-	585m	Mack	-	502m	Draisaitl	-	501m	Carol	-	500m	J	Boogs	-	290m	Jisoo	-	275m	Kopjekoffie	-	275m	Moe	-	250m	Liquid	pure	-	245m	Morgen	-	240m	7ashkal	-	235m	Bigcat	-	125m	Hard	dance	-	120m	Gytis8652	-	110m	Real	try	-	100m
Kingtoirons	-	100m	Enslaving	-	100m	No	-	100m	Matzy	-	90m	Balgeroth	-	80m	Elrow	-	80m	Lithuania2	-	70m	Sunset	-	65m	Fluffy	Tuffy	-	50m	SuperiorIQ	-	50m	Folivora	-	50m	Realism	fred	-	50m	CrankedDT	-	50m	Draciul	-	35m	Policija	-	33m	Onlyrange	-	30m	Yugijames	-	15m	Iron	Stylez	-	10m	Nh	Jheez	-	1.2B	(Refunded)	Videos	from	the	previous	2	drop
parties:	Omicron,	Elsa,	Chance	and	187	others	like	this	Posted	by	Ultistic	on	30	August	2020	-	10:37	AM	Hello,	Gamers!	We	are	slowly	creeping	towards	our	4th	Year	Anniversary	for	Alora!	Alora	officially	went	live	on	November	4th,	2016.	If	you	kill	the	assigned	monster	in	the	wrong	location,	it	will	not	count	towards	your	task.			There	is	still	a	decent
amount	of	work	to	do,	so	unfortunately	we	can't	provide	a	guaranteed	ETA,	but	what	we	can	say	is	that	we	are	working	to	bring	it	to	you	as	quickly	as	possible	:)			Without	further	ado,	here	are	some	previews	of	the	functionality	that	we've	already	implemented:			We	hope	that	you	guys	are	just	as	excited	as	we	are	about	this,	and	we're	looking	forward
to	sharing	more	details	&	progress	soon	:)	Edit:	Not	an	April	fools	joke	btw!	Regards,	Omicron	Ultistic,	Elsa,	Chance	and	59	others	like	this	Posted	by	Ultistic	on	26	December	2019	-	07:41	AM	For	the	less	unfortunate	that	can't	read	or	if	you're	just	lazy.	Alchemical	Hydra:	The	Alchemical	Hydra	is	a	challenging	new	boss	that	can	be	fought	within	the
Karuulm	Slayer	dungeon.	Anvil	is	located	on	the	West	side	of	the	city.	Use	on	each	Use	the	Lunar	Plank	Make	spell	to	make	100	Mahogany	planks	*86	Magic	-								Self-Explanatory	Smith	250	Rune	Dart	Tips	at	the	Varrock	West	Anvil	*89	Smithing	-								Varrock	teleport,	run	west	to	anvil	Check-health	of	2	Magic	trees	at	the	Varrock	tree	patch	*75
Farming	-								Varrock	teleport,	run	North	inside	castle	walls,	then	to	the	East	Western	Provinces	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Western	Banner	1:	1	daily	teleport	to	Piscatoris	Fishing	Colony	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Western	Banner	2:	3	daily	teleports	to	Piscatoris	Fishing	Colony	Access	to	the	tunnel	entrance	to	Piscatoris	Fishing	Colony.	Coins)	to
merge	with	an	existing	coin	stack	on	the	floor	and	then	quickly	disappear	(due	to	the	old	stack	expiring)	has	been	fixed.	Thus,	it's	best	to	wear	Shayzien	armour	instead	regardless	of	combat	class.	We	understand	that	there	is	a	cost	of	running	the	server,	and	the	players	are	willing	to	do	that,	but	a	new	donator	rank	isn’t	the	best	way	to	go	about	it.	It
makes	absolutely	no	logical	sense.		As	a	player,	all	of	this	makes	me	feel	so	unappreciated	on	the	server.	To	fix	the	issue	for	now,	just	disable	HD	so	you	are	able	to	view	the	clue	step.	If	you	donate	100m+	you	will	be	eligible	to	receive	the	forum	award.	Chance,	22,	O	T	T	O	and	53	others	like	this	Posted	by	Vape	Tricks	on	12	January	2020	-	03:01	AM
Hey	everyone!	With	the	release	of	the	new	achievement	diary	system,	I've	taken	the	time	to	write	this	guide	for	completing	it!	If	there	are	any	better	ways	to	access	a	location	or	do	a	task,	please	let	me	know	so	I	can	update	it.	Best	of	luck	to	everyone!	One	last	thing	before	the	drop	party	details	are	explained	below.	Spawns	-	The	shaman	summons
three	spawns	next	to	the	player,	who	will	follow	the	player	upon	spawning,	unless	the	spawns	are	summoned	in	a	position	where	they	cannot	see	the	player.	Estimating	that	efficient	players	can	get	30	kills	per	hour,	it	would	save	an	immortal-donator	10.9	hours	when	compared	to	a	non-donator.	As	it	stands	right	now,	I	am	not	able	to	do	this	every
single	week.	This	doesn’t	mean	I’ll	completely	leave	but	will	still	play	rarely	and	still	check	Discord.	You	will	receive	25%	more	Slayer	points	and	experience	than	your	typical	Slayer	task,	but	skipping	tasks	is	never	completely	free	with	Konar,	even	if	you	are	a	donator.	Reaching	the	shamans	in	the	Settlement.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>
Seer's	Village	>	Run	northwest	around	the	water,	past	the	hops	patch	>	Run	north	to	the	fern	just	east	of	an	Oak	tree.	Failure	to	do	so	will	result	in	your	rank	being	removed.	If	the	shaman	stomps	you,	you	will	take	heavy	damage	which	cannot	be	blocked.	We	initially	planned	to	release	Hydra	by	itself	last	weekend,	but	decided	to	take	some	extra
time	to	develop	the	entire	slayer	system	and	dungeon,	and	properly	implement	this	update.	View	source	Lizardman	shamans	are	popular	monsters	hunted	by	players	for	their	fabled	dragon	warhammer	drop,	which	fetches	a	very	high	price	due	to	its	extremely	useful	special	attack	for	high	level	PvM	encounters.	So	I	have	an	updated	version.	We
believe	this	will	change	the	experience	on	Alora	dramatically,	and	further	cement	us	as	the	best	option	when	it	comes	to	RSPS.	2	can	be	found	there.	Initially,	the	task	of	making	RuneLite	compatible	with	Alora	essentially	involved	rewriting	most	of	the	RuneLite	client	to	be	compatible	with	ours.	The	Dragon	hunter	crossbow	dragon	effect	no	longer
works	on	Revenant	dragons.	KP				Scuffed	EIM				DB	Aspect					Laardii				Hellish				Arosa				Konar			Draisaitl					Bladder				UniTure	Apex	bot						lNSOMNlA			Gfxez			fat	hedgehog	Sassafras				High	groupie			Steel	Nogan	High	groupie					Minken	Aves						BlockTheSpot						EIM	Nord									Minken			Mack			Danlsh	Redius		Ivy		Not	Tauri
Chelle		GylleGris		Shader	Klam			Iron	Tard			Aves		lllunchbox														Zachs	iron		Hetskeapje										Moonie	6th			SeaJay			Kirito	SAO		Logantx00				Secateurs				Fopaanz			fiji	water	Yung	Enzo			Tyrahiinlane			Sagacious			Animals			Fenriz		q13			mvffyn	Iron	Reck			Glonks			TreuMeR			Coochiecrumb	Wheeze		Iron	Zelax		Eim	Vulpih	Verzik	West		Iron	Bergo	
	Justen		Octavis			White	orchid			eim	makal			Kidnamecud1	The	gimp				Favour				Andariel	Dr	Heiter			ghost2hunt			LEW2			Solo	Steg	Iron	73s			Mr	Paddi			Edward	Blom	Iron	Migo			Iron	Bagrov				fkinurmum						Pink	Panties				Xeralith				volley	fire				Etobicoke		Gulhar	Sinning				Eim	Muffin			HamiltownFe			Fe	mandem	Classic	Guru		Gazoo		skag			Yoru	
	UIM	Russian	Labatt	Blue	Arosa	Arosa		Arosa			Danlsh			BlockTheSpot			Ivy		GylleGris			Draisaitl			Chelle	Elsa,	22,	Itzmigu	and	60	others	like	this	Posted	by	Omicron	on	01	April	2020	-	01:01	PM	Hello	everyone,			We’ve	been	working	quietly	for	awhile	now	on	a	major	project,	and	today	we’re	ready	to	share	it	with	you:	RuneLite	is	coming	to	Alora!	This
has	been	kept	under	wraps	for	the	past	few	months,	as	we	wanted	to	ensure	that	we	were	able	to	meet	your	expectations	before	making	an	announcement.	Bring	cash	for	fee	Mine	20	Adamant	ore	at	the	Wilderness	Resource	Area	*70	Mining	-								Pull	edge	lever,	run	north,	slash	web,	run	east	to	resource	area.	The	Chambers	of	Xeric	rework	is
probably	one	of	the	best	content	updates	Alora	has	seen	in	a	long	time;	not	only	is	it	a	good	advertisement	point,	but	it	is	also	the	cause	of	many	old	players	returning.	Equip	a	studded	leather	body,	bronze	platelegs	and	a	normal	staff	with	no	orb.	There	are	many	players	attempting	to	log	in	during	the	first	few	minutes	of	a	server	reboot,	which	slows
things	down	and	makes	it	difficult	to	get	online.	Ultistic,	Elsa,	Chance	and	60	others	like	this	Posted	by	Ice	on	12	April	2018	-	05:51	PM																					*NOTE*	Please	report	any	issues/errors	on	the	Forum	Page	to	Arosa.	(teleport	area)	Lumbridge	Teleport	>	Dig	near	the	steps	Search	a	bookcase	in	Lumbridge	Swamp.		Located	in	Father	Urhney's	house.
21	degrees	37	minutes	north,	21	degrees	13	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	Teleports	>	Dense	Essance	Mine	>	Follow	the	South-East	path	until	you	reach	the	dense	runestones.	Slash,	crush	and	magical	attacks	are	not	recommended	as	they	have	high	defensive	bonuses	against	those	styles.	You	must	have	0	indiscretions	within	the	last	3
months.	Needed:	Coif	Iron	Platebody	Leather	Gloves	Wizard	's	Tower	Causeway	*27	Construction	Req.	Not	only	does	this	accomplish	bringing	in	more	income	to	keep	the	server	going,	it	also	fills	a	huge	need	that	the	community	has	been	asking	for.	This	will	conclude	this	weeks	progress	update.	farmer’s	Blessing	Kill	all	Barrows	brothers	50	times	-				
			;;barrows	Elite	Kill	the	Grotesque	Guardians	15	times	*75	Slayer	-								top	floor	of	slayer	tower		Complete	a	Barrows	run	while	wearing	a	full	Barrows	set	*70	Att/Def,	Mage,	or	Range	-								only	need	to	be	wearing	when	the	last	brother	dies	Complete	the	Theatre	of	Blood	5	times	-								;;tob,	Guide	here	Craft	12	Black	Dragonhide	Bodies	in	the	Canifis
Bank	*84	Crafting	-								Self-Explanatory	Varrock	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Varrock	Armor	1:	Grants	10%	chance	of	mining	double	ore	up	to	coal	Grants	10%	chance	of	smelting	2	bars	up	to	steel	Ability	to	purchase	15	battlestaves	daily	from	Zaff	for	7k	each	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Varrock	Armor	2:	Grants	10%	chance	of	mining	double	ore	up	to
mithril	Grants	10%	chance	of	smelting	2	bars	up	to	mithril	Ability	to	purchase	30	battlestaves	daily	from	Zaff	for	7k	each	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Varrock	Armor	3:	Grants	10%	chance	of	mining	double	ore	up	to	adamant	Grants	10%	chance	of	smelting	2	bars	up	to	adamant	Ability	to	purchase	60	battlestaves	daily	from	Zaff	for	7k	each	Hard
experience	lamp	Elite:	Varrock	Armor	4:	Grants	10%	chance	of	mining	double	ore	Grants	10%	chance	of	smelting	2	bars	Functions	as	a	prospector	top	Ability	to	purchase	120	battlestaves	daily	from	Zaff	for	7k	each	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Pick	up	15	Red	Spider's	eggs	in	the	Edgeville	Dungeon	-								4	Red	Spider	egg	spawns	can	be	found	next	to
Chronozon	in	the	dungeon.	As	such,	I	won't	be	able	to	prioritise	Alora	over	other	activities	as	I've	done	since	I	joined	the	team.	After	several	seconds,	the	spawn	will	explode,	dealing	8-10	damage	to	players	that	are	two	spaces	or	less	from	it	when	it	explodes.	It's	been	a	blessing	to	have	grown	with	you	gamers,	and	I	appreciate	every	single	one	of	you
that	makes	Alora	what	it	is	today.	The	order	players	receive	the	items	in	are:	Hydra's	eye,	Hydra's	fang	and	finally	Hydra's	heart.	Equip	a	coif,	steel	plateskirt,	and	a	sapphire	necklace.	I	love	all	of	you	and	thank	you	so	much	for	all	you	have	done	over	the	past	3	years.	Group	Ironman	can	still	loot	pieces	to	create	Bloody	keys	for	the	time	being,	but
cannot	open	the	chest	at	the	moment.	The	Elder	maul	and	Kodai	wand	had	the	wrong	item	ids	and	were	not	properly	being	counted.	I	could	go	on	and	on	and	list	probably	hundreds	of	names	and	shout	certain	people	out,	but	I	have	a	better	chance	of	my	hair	growing	back	in	than	I	do	remembering	every	single	person	I've	come	in	contact	with	over
the	last	3	years.	As	far	as	myself,	and	many	others	in	the	community	that	I've	talked	with	are	aware,	this	rank	was	never	proposed,	polled,	or	even	mentioned	to	anyone.	They	were	already	a	possible	reward	ingame,	they	simply	were	not	on	the	list.	Dig	south	of	the	box	of	bones	in	the	smaller	building.	Do	a	jig	at	the	barrow's	chest.	Even	so,	they	would
likely	have	to	dump	their	entire	banks	to	afford	it.		Something	myself	and	a	few	others	in	the	community	have	discussed	as	a	better	alternative	would	be	paying	for	rank	transfers.	It’s	been	around	2	years	and	5	months	here	on	Alora,	which	I’ve	been	staff	for	2	years	and	4	months,	I	feel	like	still	playing	/	being	staff	here	holds	me	back	IRL	and	I’m
finally	comfortable	of	leaving	Alora,	knowing	that	I	have	made	some	awesome	accomplishments	and	made	some	great	friends	and	also	friends	that	will	stick	around	long	after	Alora.	15%	more	runes	from	ZMI	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Ardougne	Cloak	3:	Offers	unlimited	teleports	to	the	Monastery	Offers	5	teleports	to	Ardougne	Farm	each	day.
Needed:		Wizard	Hat	Iron	Scimitar	Exam	Room	*42	Construction	Req.	08	degrees	11	minutes	north,	12	degrees	30	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	->	Taverly	dungeon,	First	shortcut	(80	agility	required),	near	Black	dragons	there	is	a	ladder,	go	up.	After	donating,	please	fill	out	a	topic	here	so	we	can	give	you	the	award	(please	provide	proof	of	the
trade)	:	DROP	PARTY	DETAILS:	Date	of	Drop	Party	and	Giveaways:	11/1/2020	Location	of	Drop	Party:	::event	Time	of	Drop	Party:	2PM	EST	(6PM	Server	Time)	If	you	wish	to	donate	to	this	drop	party,	Pm	myself	or	any	Admin	in-game	or	on	forums	and	you	will	be	given	a	shout	out	down	below	and	in	the	video/stream	I	make	of	this	drop	party.	All	the
tribute	will	be	recorded	and	sent	to	the	family	showing	all	the	love	of	a	community,	with	huge	sadness	I	leave	you	this	message	and	ask	for	the	presence	of	everyone.	I	have	made	some	amazing	friends	during	this	time	and	I	can	only	hope	we	can	all	continue	to	be	friends	once	I'm	gone.	I	want	to	thank	ALL	of	you	for	an	amazing	3	years.	(50%	more
damage	if	on	wrong	vent)	25%	HP	-	Gray	phase	Deals	50%	more	damage	(up	to	52)	and	has	a	75%	damage	reduction	which	cannot	be	removed.	Equip	an	Iron	Pickaxe.	This	will	get	you	a	bunch	of	Ranging/Hitpoints	experience	and	you	don't	have	to	throw	them	away.	New	items:	Dragon	hunter	lance:	A	one-handed	weapon	which	increases	both
accuracy	and	damage	by	20%	when	fighting	dragons	(excluding	revenant	dragons)	and	other	draconic	creatures,	such	as	wyverns	and	the	Great	Olm.	The	Administration	Team	reserves	the	right	to	decline/remove	the	Veteran	rank	as	they	see	fit.	For	example,	if	you	deposit	10	unnoted	whips,	they	won’t	take	up	10	spots,	they’ll	stack	together	as	they
would	in	your	personal	bank.	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Ardougne	Cloak	4:	Offers	unlimited	teleports	to	the	Monastery	Offers	unlimited	teleports	to	Ardougne	Farm	each	day.	For	uber-donators,	that	is	reduced	to	1/2552,	and	for	immortal-donators	a	1/2370	chance.			Nonetheless,	we	understand	that	this	feature	has	been	requested	time	and	time
again,	and	many	of	you	have	grown	accustomed	to	the	features	provided	by	RuneLite,	so	we	made	it	our	priority	for	the	past	few	months	to	properly	connect	most	of	the	plugins	with	our	client.	We	will	be	monitoring	the	activity	&	behaviour	of	Sergeant	ranks	&	approach	those	we	think	would	be	a	good	fit	for	the	staff	team.	You	must	have	a	combat
level	of	75	to	obtain	tasks	from	Konar.	You	can	only	apply	for	a	rank	in	ICE	if	you	have	NO	TIES	WHATSOEVER	to	another	clan.	Bank	picture	as	of	11/5/2021:	Donations	(will	be	updated	as	we	get	donations):	63.6B	-	Entire	Alora	Staff	Team	5.05B	-	@Xp	Monster	4.5B	-	@99	2B	-	Oh	Hi	1B	-	@fittboberg	1B	-	@Arosa	750M	-	@Amica	700M	-	@Gimslaving
600M	-	@strudelle	500M	-	@Ky	500M	-	@Livn	Country	500M	-	@Sagacious	475M	-	@f1nally	450M	-	@To	gain	420M	-	@AmrH420	420M	-	@Moe	325M	-	@kdcarmichael	300M	-	@Sassa	fras	300M	-	@Clappy	250M	-	@Q	250M	-	@J	boogs	230M	-	@Real	Alan	220M	-	KingCasper	200M	-	@Lowkey	200M	-	@rip	joey	200M	-	@Fiji	200M	-	@Call	m	Daddy
200M	-	@Adex	185M	-	@Spudmo	150M	-	@Miq	150M	-	@R	E	Z	Z	150M	-	@Real	Xi	150m	-	NotFizz	135M	-	@Animals	130m	-	TenFour	125M	-	@MesutBrozil	125M	-	@Luka	Doncic	125M	-	@gim	crohn	125M	-	@hc	ashley	120M	-	@BACK2EDGEKID	110M	-	@Dope	eh	/		@Shuika	105M	-	@Not	Magnata	100M	-	@In	Motion	100M	-	@Jon	Zoo	100M	-
@Grindmanmode	100M	-	@	Dedicated	100M	-	@GIM	SSS	100M	-	@Classic	100M	-	@Lerak	100M	-	@Ivy	100M	-	@Brambo	100M	-	@Shader	100M	-	@jalapeno	100m	-	500kg	Videos	from	previous	drop	parties:	Omicron,	Anthonybaws,	Mewtwo	and	211	others	like	this	Posted	by	Ultistic	on	28	October	2019	-	08:09	AM	Hello	brothers!	Next	week	we	will
be	hosting	a	HUGE	drop	party	for	3	years	of	Alora.	It	is	important	to	note	that	the	Hydra	has	a	75%	damage	reduction	by	default,	which	can	only	be	removed	by	luring	it	over	one	of	the	vents	in	the	room	(opposite	of	its	current	colour/style).	Miscellaneous:	Using	Wyrm/Drake/Hydra	bones	on	an	altar	will	now	work	as	intended.	With	that	being	said,
lets	get	into	the	details	of	the	drop	party!	Also,	for	everyone	who	leaves	a	like	on	this	topic,	you	will	be	entered	to	win	1	Cosmetic/Ultimate	mbox	each!	Only	1	entry	per	person	as	we	will	be	checking	(no	liking	on	multiple	accounts,	they	will	NOT	count).	Omicron,	22,	Jedzio	and	168	others	like	this	Posted	by	Sheep	on	15	April	2019	-	05:54	AM	Hello
everyone,	This	day	was	gonna	come,	always	struggled	to	quit	Alora	since	it	was	a	pretty	big	part	of	my	life	but	right	now	I’m	quite	busy	IRL,	got	a	new	contract	at	my	job,	school	will	start	again	in	a	few	months	and	other	stuff	around	it	like	spending	time	with	gf	and	family	and	other	responsibilities.	Without	further	ado,	let’s	dive	right	into	it:
Miscellaneous:	Rare	drop	scroll	effect	on	Barrows	loot	fixed.	So	with	that	being	said,	Once	again	I	would	like	to	say	Thank	you	to	EVERYONE	that	has	been	involved	with	Alora	from	2016	to	today.			Friends	chat/Clan	chat	QoL	The	rank	you	are	in	the	clanchat	should	appear	next	to	your	name			instead	of	this			400	friends	list	instead	of	200		Make	it	so
you	can	clear	the	private	history	Untradeables	shop	QoL		=	1m	and			=	500k	to	reclaim	(makes	no	sense)		stackable	items	(LINK)	should	be	like	this	(LINK)			Farming	QoL	Add	noted	super/ultracompost	to	Leprechaun	Able	to	note	cleaned	herbs	(you	can	only	note	Grimy	herbs	now)		Able	to	plant	Whiteberry	seed	Add	ultracompost	Add
Trollheim/Harmony	Island/Kourend	farming	patches		Able	to	plant	Spirit	seeds	for	an	amount	of	xp,	because	there's	no	use	for	them	atm	Working	Explorer	ring/Ardougne	cape	4	(teleports	you	nearby	Falador/Ardougne	herb	patches)		Add	Seed	box	Add	the	Magic	secateurs	(increases	crop	yield	of	herbs,	allotments,	grape	vines	and	hops	by	10%)	can
be	purchased	from	the	Achievement	point	store	for	200	points(?)		Add	Fertile	Soil	which	does	the	same	as	ultracompost	but	would	be	a	nice	alternative	way		Add	the	Farmer's	outfit	which	will	give	you	a	total	of	+2.5%	bonus	experience	towards	Farming	(idk	if	ever	someone	bought	this	as	a	Custom	donation,	if	not	why	not	add	this	ingame?)		
Bugs/glitchesWhen	you	add	irit	leafs	to	vials	of	water,	it	says	''spirit	weed	potion	(unf)''	instead	of	''irit	potion	(unf)	More	suggestions	can	be	added	anytime	Itzmigu,	Not	Salter,	ImAddicted	and	44	others	like	this	Posted	by	F	8	on	07	November	2016	-	11:37	PM	Clue	Scroll	Guide	Note:	If	you	do	not	see	your	clue	here,	visit	this	link.	They	basically	risk
whatever	they	like	fighting	ironmen,	because	they	can	instantly	lot	their	items	back.	Dragon	hasta:	A	one-handed	hasta	which	requires	60	Attack	to	wear,	obtained	from	the	monsters	in	the	Karuulm	Slayer	Dungeon.	Requirements	Location	From	Xeric's	Inferno,	follow	the	blue	arrow	to	reach	the	shamans,	or	use	the	fairy	ring	and	go	north	down	the
ladder	to	the	west.	"ICE"	is	the	largest	player-run	Help	and	PvM	Clan	on	Alora.	It’s	more	a	decision	to	not	get	stressed	out	since	a	lot	is	going	on	right	now.	(Put	N/A	if	this	is	your	first	app)	-	What	rank	are	you	applying	for?	Equip	a	white	apron,	villager	sandals	and	leather	gloves.	Insuring	one	rock	golem	should	now	insure	any	colour	you	change	it	to.
Needed:		Studded	Leather	Body	Bronze	Platelegs	Staff	Legends	Guild	*27	Construction	Req.	Hard	Plant	3	Palm	Tree	Seeds	at	the	fruit	tree	patch	near	Catherby	*68	Farming	-								Catherby	teleport,	run	East	to	fruit	tree	patch	Complete	35	laps	at	the	Seers	Village	Rooftop	Course	*60	Agility	-								Set	home	teleport	to	Seers’	Village,	after	each	lap,
home	teleport	for	quick	access	to	start	Cook	65	sharks	at	the	Fishing	Guild	*80	Cooking	-								;;fish	use	the	range	outside	of	the	bank	Catch	30	Leaping	Sturgeon	(Barbarian	Fishing)	*70	Fishing	-								.		Able	to	autocast	with	the	Ahrim's	staff		Able	to	autocast	with	the	Iban's	staff			Able	to	autocast	with	the	Slayer's	staff	and	being	able	to	cast	the	Magic
dart	spell		After	you	caught	many	Grey/Red/Black	chinchompas,	there's	still	no	use	for	them.	Previously,	you	would	only	get	bonus	XP	in	your	own	POH.	Bank	picture	as	of	10/9/2020:	Donations	(will	be	updated	as	we	get	donations):	11	-	16.5B	To	Gain	-	5B	Joe	-	4.3B	Trotz	-	4b	Classic	-	3.45b	Loo/7	-	2.5b	G	O	D	L	Y	-	2b	Hard	Dance	-	2b	Smiv	-	1.55b
Nigga	1	-	1.41b	Death	Kid	-	600m	Sexting	-	600m	SofaplankHC	-	550m	Reload	-	550m	Dab	-	500m	iGunsey	-	500m	7	Psychodual	-	500m	S	-	500m	S3iman	&	Sunnilail98	-	500m	Elite	-	500m	Konic	-	500m	Livn	Country	-	390m	Champ	-	375m	Moe	-	250m	Doofy	-	250m	Sumting	-	250m	Trailerpark	-	250m	Enslaving	-	200m	Buccscratchr	-	200m
Selenagomez	-	200m	Stone	-	180m	Sheep	-	175m	J	Boogs	-	150m	High	Groupie	-	150m	Adex	-	140m	Lets	Funk	-	130m	Rowy	-	120m	Ziaw	-	110m	Jon	Zoo	-	107m	APR	-	105m	A	BJ	-	100m	RFD	-	100m	TenFour	-	100m	DONTSPEAKEVA	-	100m	Cwars	-	100m	Cronlad	-	100m	Strudelle	-	100m	Real	Cream	-	100m	Hellish	-	100m	Fou	-	100m	Chase	Legend	-
100m	Leang	-	100m	Fittbob	-	100m	Videos	from	previous	drop	parties:	(Stream)	Shoutout	to	RFD	for	making	the	animated	banner	above.	Unlike	other	OSRS-based	private	servers	which	connect	to	RuneLite	right	out	of	the	box	with	minimal	changes,	the	Alora	client	is	unique	in	that	it	is	quite	different	than	OSRS'	client,	as	it	is	merged	with	a	high-
definition	RuneScape	client	from	2008,	which	is	how	we're	able	to	uniquely	provide	the	HD	mode.	Bring	cash	for	fee	and	lobster	pot	and	dark	fishing	bait	Omicron,	Morgen,	Cassidy	and	52	others	like	this	Posted	by	Hewwish	on	01	September	2019	-	12:43	PM	Hey	guys,	I've	been	on	the	staff	team	since	16th	Feb	'18,	but	now	it's	time	that	I	step	down
as	an	Administrator.	Create	a	Superantipoison	from	scratch	in	the	Seers/Catherby	Area	*48	Herblore	-								Use	a	clean	Irit	leaf	on	a	vial	of	water	to	create	Irit	potion(unf).	Purchasable	from	any	Slayer	master.	Thank	you.	In	a	town	where	everyone	has	perfect	vision,	seek	some	drawers	in	a	house	that	sits	opposite	a	workshop.		The	drawers	are	in
Seer's	Village,	in	the	house	south	of	the	Elemental	Workshop	Entrance.	Speak	to	him	while	wearing	equipment	adding	up	to	at	least	+100	in	magical	attack	bonus.	12	degrees	45	minutes	north	20	degrees	09	minutes	east	Edgeville	dungeon	->	follow	the	path	toward	the	end	where	the	ladder	is,	go	up.	The	account	you	wish	to	hold	the	Veteran	Rank
on	must	meet	ALL	of	the	requirements.	Here	are	the	latest	fixes	and	updates,	Hydra	should	feel	much	smoother	and	more	similar	to	OSRS	now		:)	Slayer	tasks:	Slayer	points	will	now	be	deducted	for	cancelling	Konar’s	Slayer	tasks,	the	absolute	minimum	deduction	(assuming	Super	donator	status)	is	3	points	to	cancel	one	of	her	tasks.	Thieving
update:	Thieving	from	the	Cake	stall	will	now	yield	Chocolate	bars	at	a	1/15	chance	(for	Ironman	Heblore	training).	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Al	Kharid	>	Run	northeast	to	the	tent	near	east	of	the	Silk	Trader	and	south	of	Ali	Morrisane	A	crate	found	in	the	tower	of	a	church	is	your	next	location		Climb	the	ladder	and	search	the	crates	on	the	first
floor	in	the	church	in	East	Ardougne.	I	removed	all	of	my	friends	from	my	life	and	it	was	as	lonely	as	it	gets.	Search	a	bookcase	in	the	Wizards	Tower.		The	bookcase	located	on	the	ground	floor.	Falador	Teleport	>	Run	east	to	the	building	just	east	of	the	Falador	East	Bank	Speak	to	Hajedy.		Hajedyis	found	by	the	cart,	located	just	south	of	the
Brimhaven	docks.	Equip	a	Wizard	Hat	and	Iron	Scimitar.	Inventory	↑	1.0	1.1	1.2	1.3	1.4	1.5	1.6	1.7	1.8	1.9	Full	tier-5	Shayzien	armour	will	nullify	the	shamans'	acid.	Complete	a	Kalphite	slayer	task	-							Receive	task	from	Nieve	Kill	50	Desert	Bandits	-							Use	the	bandit	teleport	Chop	25	Teak	logs	near	the	Ruins	of	Uzer	*35	Woodcutting	-								Orange
salamander	skilling	teleport,	run	East	Catch	20	Orange	Salamanders	*47	Hunter	-							Orange	salamander	skilling	teleport,	with	ropes	and	small	nets.	Konar’s	drop	table:	Aside	from	the	specified	task	locations,	Konar’s	tasks	all	have	a	chance	of	obtaining	loot	from	Konar’s	drop	table.	Drops:	Hydra’s	eye/fang/heart	will	now	announce	over	yell	when
received	as	a	drop.	Necklace	of	Passage	Teleport	to	the	Wizards	Tower	>	Run	south	to	the	bookcases	on	the	ground	floor	of	the	tower	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	south	to	the	Wizards	Tower	Search	the	crates	in	a	house	in	Yanille	that	has	a	piano.	Requires	60	Prayer	to	equip.	Countless	players	have	offered	$100
and	more	to	transfer	their	ranks,	and	those	same	players	might	come	back	if	this	was	an	option.		Lack	of	communication	Take	a	look	at	Oldschool	Runescape’s	method	for	development	and	why	the	current	version	of	OSRS	is	a	much	bigger	success	than	its	prior	Runescape	2	(pre-eoc).	You	guys	have	kept	the	server	going	strong	since	the	start	and
words	can't	express	how	thankful	we	are	for	all	of	you.	1	free	daily	resurrection	at	Zulrah:	This	is	a	safe	death	for	HCIM,	and	will	restore	your	prayer/hitpoints	to	allow	you	to	continue	fighting	Zulrah	upon	death.	Note;	Having	the	Medium	wilderness	diarys	done	allows	you	to	use	the	short	cut	in	the	dungeon	rather	than	having	to	go	all	the	way
around.	We’ve	tweaked	the	login	system	a	bit	to	be	able	to	get	more	players	in	without	trouble.	Best	of	luck	to	everyone!	One	last	thing	before	the	drop	party	details	are	explained	below.			-				Talk	to	Aubury	at	;;shops	and	exchange	3m	cash	for	the	upgrade.		Harvest	15	strawberries	from	the	Ardougne	farming	patch	*31	Farming	-							Ardougne
teleport,	run	north.	Catch	15	Golden	Warblers	*5	Hunter	-							Use	the	Orange	Salamander	teleport,	run	North	Medium	Mine	20	coal	from	the	Desert	Mining	Camp	*30	Mining	-				Orange	salamander	skilling	teleport,	run	north-west	across	bridge	then	continue	south-west	until	you	see	an	enclosed	area.	Run	west	across	bridge	then	South	across
bridge.	I've	personally	been	around	since	the	start	of	Alora	and	can	say	I'm	happy	with	what	it	has	turned	into	over	the	years.	The	reason	for	the	resignation	is	pretty	straightforward:	I'm	entering	my	last	year	of	med	school	before	I	graduate	and	I	feel	that	as	of	now,	I	need	to	make	the	best	of	this	last	year	for	my	future	practice.	Also	a	massive
shoutout	to	@	Elite	Sheets	as	i've	used	his	template	as	it	impressed	me		:)																CERBERUS													SLAYER																			DKS																		ZULRAH																												Primordial	boots																					Slayer	helmet	(i)																				Berserker	ring	(i)																					Tanzanite	fang																											Pegasian	boots																						Ring	of	wealth	(i)																	
			Archers	ring	(i)																										Magic	fang																												Eternal	boots																												Herb	sack																													Seers	ring	(i)																					Serpentine	visage																									Smouldering	stone																			Salve	amulet	(ei)																							Dragon	axe																											Crystal	seed																																																																											Imbued	heart													
																																																					Tanzanite	mutagen																																																																																																																																																																					Magma	mutagen																			BANDOS												ZAMORAK											SARADOMIN								ARMADYL																													Bandos	tassets																				Zamorakian	spear																					Armadyl	crossbow																	
	Armadyl	helmet																									Bandos	chestplate																		Staff	of	the	dead																							Saradomin	sword																		Armadyl	chainskirt																											Bandos	boots																				Zamorak	godsword																					Saradomin's	light																		Armadyl	chestplate																									Bandos	godsword																		Steam	battlestaff																				Saradomin
godsword															Armadyl	godsword																							KRAKEN												DEMONICS									WILDERNESS							DRAGON																											Trident	of	the	seas																		Amulet	of	torture																												Rune	pouch																										KBD	heads																											Kraken	tentacle																		Necklace	of	anguish																						Dragon	pickaxe																				Draconic
visage																																																																								Ring	of	suffering																									Odium	ward	(1/3)																				Vorkath	head																																																																					Tormented	bracelet																			Malediction	ward	(0/3)											Dragon	warhammer																																																																						Heavy	Ballista	(3/4)																				Revenant	items	(4/4)							
													GENERAL												BARROWS																RAIDS	I														RAIDS	II																														Elite	void	ranged															Ahrim's	armour	set	(4/4)													Dexterous	prayer	scroll										Avernic	defender	hilt																												Elite	void	melee																Karil's	armour	set	(4/4)																		Arcane	prayer	scroll																	Ghrazi	rapier																												Elite	void
magic														Dharok's	armour	set	(4/4)																					Twisted	bow																					Sanguinesti	staff																														Fighter	torso																	Guthan's	armour	set	(4/4)																		Twisted	buckler																					Scythe	of	vitur																														Graceful	set																				Torag's	armour	set	(3/4)																	Ancestral	robe	top														Justiciar	faceguard													
												Dragon	defender																Verac's	armour	set	(4/4)															Ancestral	robe	bottom									Justiciar	chestguard																																Fire	cape																																																																																		Ancestral	hat																		Justiciar	legguards																											Occult	necklace																																																																														Kodai	wand																												
	Abyssal	whip																																																																																	Elder	maul																													Ranger	boots																																																																					Dragon	hunter	crossbow																															Inferno	cape																																																																															Dragon	claws																					Achievement	cape	(54/54)																																																																							
																	Completionist	monkey																					HYDRA																																																			SKILLS																																Hydra's	eye																																						Attack	99/99																		Hitpoints	99/99																	Mining	99/99																																									Hydra's	fang																																			Strength	99/99																			Agility	99/99																		Smithing	99/99																						
								Hydra's	heart																																		Defence	99/99																	Herblore	99/99																	Fishing	99/99																															Hydra	leather																																		Ranged	99/99																		Thieving	99/99																Cooking	99/99																																	Hydra	claw																																					Prayer	99/99																			Crafting	99/99														Firemaking	99/99												
																					Hydra	tail																																							Magic	99/99																			Fletching	99/99											Woodcutting	99/99																																																																																			Runecrafting	99/99															Slayer	99/99																		Farming	99/99																																																																																			Construction	99/99															Hunter	99/99													Total	lvl:	2277	/
2277																																																																																																			Overall	Rank	-	2																																																																										BANK	PIC	(Apologies	for	the	messy	bank)	This	is	probably	the	most	diabolical	bank	you've	ever	seen	but	i'm	too	lazy	to	fix	it.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Brimhaven	Dungeon	>	Exit	the	dungeon	east	>	Run
north	to	the	fruit	tree	patch	then	east	to	the	transportation	symbol.	The	cave	contains	eight	shamans	in	a	small,	single-way	area,	with	two	shamans	in	each	room.	Activity	is	key,	try	to	remain	active	in	the	CC	and	Discord	as	much	as	possible.	You	no	longer	need	to	do	this,	and	should	only	have	to	have	it	near	the	pool	once	per	phase	(“watch	the	for
“Roaaaar”	message	above	Hydra’s	head).	While	I	don’t	agree	with	people	saying	“cOx	iS	iMpoSsible”	I	must	admit	I	don’t	see	any	logic	behind	delaying	crucial	bug-fixes,	like	the	scaling	of	the	top	floor	or	the	chests	randomly	disappearing	for	an	entire	month.		Another	good	example	of	this	would	be	a	very	long	time	ago,	when	the	skilling	interfaces
were	updated	to	match	OSRS.	Notes:	If	you	have	any	regular	Ironman	sets	in	your	bank/inventory/equipped,	they	will	be	replaced	with	the	correct	set	for	your	game	mode.	The	players	keep	Alora	alive,	and	players	won’t	stay	when	their	thoughts	and	ideas	aren’t	being	listened	to.	02	degrees	48	minutes	north,	22	degrees	30	minutes	east	Teleport
Wizard	>	Cities	>	Lumbridge	Run	West	towards	Draynor	village	till	you	reach	the	trapdoor	to	H.A.M's	05	degrees	43	minutes	north,	23	degrees	05	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Lumbridge	Run	directly	on	the	northern	path	from	Lumbridge	until	you	reach	the	cow	farm	and	go	past	that	to	the	gated	area	11	degrees	05	minutes	north	00
degrees	45	minutes	west	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	>	Gnome	Agility	Course	Run	North	West	til	you	reach	the	swamp	or	Seed	Pod	Teleport	>	Run	northeast	to	the	swamp	02	degrees	50	minutes	north,	06	degrees	20	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Ardougne	or	Ardougne	City	Teleport	from	the	normal	spellbook	Run	directly	south	and
follow	the	coastline	until	you	reach	this	spot.	Explorer's	Ring	Teleport	to	the	Falador	farming	patch	>	Run	southwest	to	Wydin's	Food	Store	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	west	then	south	to	Wydin's	Food	Store	or		Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Asgarnian	Ice	Dungeon	>	Climb	the	ladder	and	run	northeast
The	treasure	is	buried	in	a	small	building	full	of	bones.		Mist	Battlestaff	should	provide	unlimited	Air	&	Water	runes	(not	working)	Yell		Remove	Ancient	Crystal/Dragon	2h	sword/Marble	blocks/Magic	stone			Add	Tanzanite/Magma	mutagen	to	the	yell	announcement			Correct	the	pet	name	drops:								Vet'ion	purple	jr	>	Vetion	Jr								Kalphite	green	
>	Kalphite	Princess									Green	snakeling	>	Pet	snakeling	Bounty	hunter	shop/Player	vs.	The	dragon	knife	has	a	special	attack	which	consumes	25%	special	energy	and	throws	2	knives	at	once.	This	clan's	main	goal	is	to	provide	a	great	experience	to	everyone,	focusing	on	helping	any	and	all	players	that	come	through.	Upon	entering	the	instanced
room,	you’ll	be	faced	with	a	much	larger	version	of	the	regular	Hydra	which	changes	colours	and	phases	through	different	attacks	as	you	weaken	it	by	chopping	off	it’s	heads.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	or	Amulet	of	Glory	teleport	to	Draynor	Village	>	Run	northeast	to	Aggie's	house.	Ikkle	Hydra	A	pet	which	can	metamorph
between	all	4	phases/colours	of	the	Alchemical	Hydra.	The	drops	for	the	Alchemical	Hydra	have	been	added	to	the	Collection	log.	The	Inferno/Fight	cave	pets	will	now	show	the	killcount	which	they	were	received	at.	Moving	on..	You	will	represent	Alora	in	a	positive	way	at	all	times.	This	update	brought	a	crafting	bug,	that	made	the	skill	impossible	to
level	early	on,	pretty	much	rendering	the	skill	unusable	for	an	entire	week.	Big	shout-out	to	Omicron,	Staff	Team	and	most	importantly	the	community	for	keeping	Alora	going	for	3	years.	The	smoke	devil	pet	was	not	correctly	being	counted	at	all,	this	has	been	fixed.	Included	in	this	update	is	a	tweak	for	Rock	golem	pet	insurance,	which	fixed	the	pets
having	to	be	individually	insured	after	using	an	ore	on	it.	Before	finishing,	we	would	like	to	ask	that	at	the	end	of	the	Drop-Party	to	everyone	not	to	leave	and	that	they	could	SPAM	a	message	in	the	chat	saying:	In	memory	of	Gabrifane99	,	the	good	ones	will	never	be	forgotten.	Hydra’s	tail	(~1/403	chance)	Combines	with	Dragonbone	necklace	and
Bonecrusher	to	create	Bonecrusher	necklace.	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Explorer’s	ring	3:	Players	can	replenish	50%	run	energy	four	times	a	day	Players	can	cast	low	alchemy	with	the	ring	without	using	any	runes	Unlimited	daily	teleports	to	the	cabbage	patch	near	Falador	farm.	You	will	be	notified	when	this	scroll	affects	your	loot	(as	in	other
areas	of	the	game).	A	Slayer	level	of	44	is	required	to	wear	them.	Player	QoL	Cleaning	cloth	usable	to	remove	Volanic/Frozen	whip	to	regular	whip		Add	Granite	clamp	(to	make	Granite	maul	(or))	to	the	PKP	shop	(not	only	Slayer	shop)		Add	Steam	battlestaff	(or)	to	make	the	cosmetic	staff	add	it	to	the	PKP	shop		Make	it	so	it's	not	a	Player	vs.	That	is
why	you	see	me	trying	new	games	and	new	activities	IRL	and	online.	;;Wg	->	Run	to	the	bank	on	the	first	floor.	If	your	rank	is	removed,	you	must	wait	3	months	before	you're	eligible	to	re-apply.	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Wilderness	sword	2:	15%	higher	success	rate	when	chopping	Ent	trunks	Access	to	the	deep	wilderness	dungeon	agility
shortcut	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Wilderness	sword	3:	5	daily	teleports	to	the	Fountain	of	Rune	2	extra	lava	scale	shards	when	crushing	lava	dragon	scales	Access	to	the	Lava	Dragon	Isle	agility	shortcut	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Wilderness	sword	4:	Unlimited	teleports	to	the	Fountain	of	Rune	Wine	of	Zamorak	spawns	will	be	picked	up	in
noted	form	in	the	wilderness	All	dragon	bone	drops	in	the	wilderness	will	be	noted	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Collect	12	Red	Spider's	Eggs	in	the	Wilderness	-								Edge	dungeon	(picture	below)	Use	50	bones	of	any	kind	on	the	Wilderness	Chaos	Altar	-								KBD	boss	teleport,	run	South	West	to	the	Altar	Kill	15	Green	Dragons	-								;;easts	or	;;wests
Enter	the	King	Black	Dragon	Lair	-								KBD	boss	teleport,	go	down	the	ladder	then	pull	the	lever	Kill	10	Mammoths	-								Wilderness	Mammoths	PvP	teleport	Medium	Complete	10	Wilderness	Slayer	tasks	-								Get	wildy	tasks	from	Krytillia	in	the	building	East	of	;;thieve	Kill	50	Battlemages	at	the	Mage	Arena	-								;;mb	pull	the	lever,	slash	webs,
enter	arena	Complete	30	laps	at	the	Wilderness	Agility	Course	*52	Agility	-								Wilderness	Course	skilling	teleport	Charge	25	Air	Orbs	at	the	Air	Obelisk	*66	Magic	-							Video	guide	here	Exchange	5	Archaic	Emblems	for	PKP	-								Receive	emblems	from	PvP,	wilderness	slayer	tasks,	or	wilderness	Skotizo	Hard	Kill	25	Lava	Dragons	-								;;lavas	Kill
the	Chaos	Fanatic	and	Crazy	Archaeologist	10	times	-								Boss	teleports	Chop	15	Magic	Logs	in	the	Wilderness	Resource	Area	*75	Woodcutting	-								Pull	edge	lever,	run	north,	slash	web,	run	east	to	resource	area.	Love	all	of	you,	best	of	luck	with	whatever	you’re	all	up	to.	.../Full_guide/All	General	Info:	If	you	have	a	bugged	clue	step	it	is	likely	due
to	you	using	HD	mode.	Enjoy	:)	Regards,	Omicron	Ultistic,	Elsa,	Chance	and	44	others	like	this	Posted	by	Dutchie	on	03	March	2018	-	03:31	PM	Hi,	I'd	like	to	make	a	small	list	of	suggestions	that	hasn't	been	added	yet.	You	must	have	50	or	more	days	play	time	in-game.	Lizardman	shamans	can	be	found	in	two	locations:	in	the	western	side	of	the
Lizardman	Canyon	or	in	a	cave	on	the	northern	end	of	the	Lizardman	Settlement,	south	of	Xeric's	Shrine.	Smith	rune	scimitar	Fish	25	Dark	Crabs	in	the	Wilderness	Resource	Area	*85	Fishing	-								Pull	edge	lever,	run	north,	slash	web,	run	east	to	resource	area.	If	you	speak	to	Paul,	you	can	obtain	the	new	armour	set.	If	you	are	depositing	an	item	that
doesn’t	fit	into	a	stock	(eg.	If	you	have	any	issues	or	you	are	struggling	mentally,	let's	help	eachother	out.	A	barbarian	fishing-rod	and	fishing	bait	are	needed.		Make	it	so	you	can	get	noted	Wyvern	bones	(unlockable	from	Dragon	Slayer	2)		Ornate	rejuvenation	pool	should	get	a	timer	next	to	the	Bonus	XP	timer	(so	we	actually	can	see	how	many
seconds	to	regenerate)	credits	to	Klassieker		Bones	to	Peaches	(makes	trips	longer)			Teleport	to	House	(teleports	you	to	your	POH	if	you're	on	Lunar/Ancients	spellbook).	Group	Ironman	changes:	General	changes:	Bones	on	altar	XP	in	player-owned-houses:	You	can	now	receive	bonus	experience	when	using	your	bones	on	the	altar	of	a	POH	owned	by
a	player	in	your	group.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>		Seer's	Village	>	Run	west	to	the	building	with	the	quest	symbol	and	cooking	range	Speak	to	Gaius	in	Taverley.		Gaius	is	found	at	the	north-west	corner	in	Taverly.	Brimstone	ring:	Created	by	combining	Hydra’s	eye,	fang	and	heart.	Skilling	pets:	Skilling	pets	typically	do	announce,	but	they
don’t	show	the	experience	at	which	the	player	received	the	drop.	*	If	you	wish	to	transfer	your	ICE	Rank	to	a	new	account,	please	PM	one	of	our	Recruitment	Managers,	Generals,	or	Owners.	RECRUIT	ONLY!)	-		When	did	you	last	apply	for	a	rank?	Equip	a	coif,	an	iron	platebody,	and	leather	gloves.	You	must	be	on	a	Hydra	Slayer	task	to	enter	the
area.	You	usually	need	to	lure	Hydra	over	the	correct	pool	of	acid	to	reduce	it’s	defences,	and	then	the	rest	of	that	phase	your	damage	on	it	will	be	normal.	Digsite	Pendant	teleport	to	the	Digsite	>	run	east	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Varrock	Run	directly	east	of	Varrock	until	you	reach	the	Digisite	Cheer	at	the	Druids'	Circle.		Shayzien	armour
protection	(has	been	approved	months	ago,	but	still	not	added)	Guaranteed	1/50	droprate	for	Vorkath	head	(took	me	193	kills	for	1	Vorkath	head	which	is	ridiculous)		Add	Cave	horrors	to	'Hard	task'							Add	extended	slayer	tasks	(boss	tasks	6-35	instead	of	6-21)							Rework	assigning	slayer	tasks,	I'm	pretty	sure	the	task	system	isn't	corrrect.	Jump	-
The	shaman	jumps	into	the	air	before	crashing	down	at	the	player's	location	when	they	jumped.	To	those	who	are	unfamiliar,	the	Veteran	rank	is	a	rank/award	that	is	awarded	to	members	who	have	both	been	around	the	game	for	a	while	as	well	as	shown	a	positive	presence	within	the	community.	New	Slayer	master:	Konar	quo	Maten,	the	slayer
master	who	is	located	atop	Mount	Karuulm,	can	now	assign	you	unique	new	tasks.	(by	right-clicking	it).	Needed:	Iron	Platelegs	Emerald	Amulet	Shortbow	Port	Sarim	Docks	near	Monks	*27	Construction	Req.	Impress	him	with	your	magical	equipment.	farmer’s	Blessing	Kill	50	Cave	Horrors	*58	Slayer	-								Cave	Horror	monster	teleport,	55	slayer
required	Complete	5	Konar	slayer	tasks	in	the	Slayer	Tower	*75	Combat	-								Self-explanatory	Complete	a	Bloodveld	slayer	task	*50	Slayer,	75	Combat	-								Slayer	tower	dungeon	teleport,	found	in	basement	or	first	floor	Hard	Kill	100	Abyssal	Demons	*85	Slayer	-								85	slayer	required,	slayer	tower	or	catacombs	Smith	100	Adamant	dart	tips	in	the
town	of	Slepe	*74	Smithing	-								Run	south	from	the	Canifis	patch	to	the	road	then	follow	it	south	east	to	Slepe	Plant	3	Avantoe	seeds	at	the	Canifis	farming	patch	*50	Farming	-								Experiments	monster	teleport,	run	East.	Fletch	25	unstrung	Maple	Longbows	in	Seers	Village	*55	Fletching	-								Use	a	knife	on	Maple	logs	to	make	into	longbows(u).	or
Seed	Pod	teleport	>	Run	norwest	behind	the	giant	mushrooms	Speak	to	Ulizius.		Ulizius	is	the	monk	who	guards	the	gate	into	Mort	Myre	Swamp.	Needed:		White	Apron	Villager	Sandals	Leather	Gloves	Shayzien	Arena	*42	Construction	Req.	I	really	do	hope	Alora	keeps	on	growing	and	stays	up	for	many	more	years.	Bow	before	you	talk	to	me.	Xeric's
Talisman	teleport	to	Xeric's	Look	Out	>	Run	north	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Chasm	of	Fire	>	Run	southeast	past	the	Shayzien	Bank	Cry	in	the	Catherby	Ranging	shop.	Considering	the	on-going	rate	for	$100	custom	donations	is	3b	gold,	at	a	1:4	rate	it	would	cost	a	single	player	150b	gold	to	obtain	the	rank	from	scratch.	If	you’ve
been	using	a	decent	pickaxe	already,	you	won’t	see	much	difference	in	your	mining	speed,	but	if	you’ve	been	using	a	bronze	pickaxe	you	will	notice	that	it	takes	significantly	longer	to	mine	ores.	I	made	a	post	about	mental	health	issues	such	as	depression	and	anxiety	disorders	a	few	months	ago	(not	linking	it	because	I	don't	want	people	to	think	I
want	any	form	of	attention,	thats	not	what	this	post	is	about,	or	the	one	I	am	mentioning	),	and	that	didn't	change	at	all.	The	XP	for	the	corresponding	skill	will	now	be	shown,	if	applicable.	If	you	guys	have	been	around	for	a	while	we	have	done	2	of	these	in	the	past	and	they	have	had	a	huge	turnout.	Equip	an	iron	med	helm,	emerald	ring,	and	a	white
apron.	There	will	be	5	total	winners	so	everyone	that	likes	the	topic	will	be	put	into	a	random	number	generator	and	rolled,	if	it	lands	on	your	number,	you	will	win	the	prize.	I	put	everything	I	could	into	this	Server	for	3	years	and	I	hope	you	guys	have	had	as	much	fun	as	I	had	to	watch	the	Community/Server	turn	into	what	it	has	today.	1	extra	mark	of
grace	from	the	Ardougne	rooftop	course	Easy	Pray	at	the	altar	in	the	East	Ardougne	Church	-							Teleport	to	Ardounge,	Run	West	to	the	church	Receive	10	chocolate	bars	from	the	East	Ardougne	market	cake	stall	*5	Thieving	-							Steal	from	the	Ardougne	bakery	stall	until	you	receive	10	chocolate	bars	Speak	to	Probita	about	insuring	pets	-						
Probita	is	located	at	home,	south-west	of	the	bank	Fill	25	buckets	of	sand	near	Yanille	-							Teleport	to	Yanille	and	run	West	to	the	sandbox.	Devout	boots:	Created	by	using	Drake’s	tooth	on	a	pair	of	Holy	sandals.	*43	Hunter			-				Piscatoris	falconry	area,	exchange	50k	coins	for	the	falcon	and	catch	the	kebbits	Check-health	of	3	Pineapple	Trees	at	the
Gnome	Stronghold	fruit	tree	patch	*51	Farming	-								Gnome	agility	course	skilling	teleport,	patch	is	a	few	steps	east	of	teleport	Catch	50	Red	Chinchompas	*63	Hunter	-								;;dz	or	;;dz2	Kill	30	Elf	Warriors	-								Elf	Warrior	monster	teleport	Check	the	health	of	a	Papaya	tree	in	the	Lletya	fruit	tree	patch	*57	Farming	-								Elf	warrior	monster
teleport,	kill	elf	warriors	for	a	teleport	crystal,	break	it	to	Lletya	Hard	Kill	Zulrah	25	times	-								Zulrah	boss	teleport	Cook	250	Sharks	in	Zul-Andra	*80	Cooking	-								Zulrah	boss	teleport	Fletch	15	Magic	shortbow	(u)'s	in	the	Gnome	Stronghold	*80	Fletching	-								Self-Explanatory	Complete	5	Slayer	Tasks	in	the	Stronghold	Slayer	Dungeon	(Nieve's
Cave)	-								Self-Explanatory	Elite	Equip	a	complete	Elite	Void	armor	set	-								;;pc,	730	points	needed	Convert	a	Crystal	Seed	into	a	Crystal	Item	*Reqs	to	enter	Prifddinas	-								Prifddinas	City	teleport,	use	singing	bowl	with	crystal	seed	and	40	crystal	shards	Kill	the	Thermonuclear	Smoke	Devil	25	times	*93	Slayer	-								Smoke	Devil	dungeon	teleport,
run	to	the	back.	Has	a	special	attack	which	causes	the	next	attack	to	have	a	5%	boost	in	damage,	and	a	2.5%	boost	in	accuracy	for	every	5%	of	special	attack	energy	used.	Spin	in	front	of	the	Soul	Altar.	Take	care	guys,	keep	being	awesome	and	I	hope	you	all	continue	to	enjoy	Alora	God	is	a	midget,	but	my	favorite	midget	Omicron,	Elsa,	Chance	and
59	others	like	this	Posted	by	Unknown	on	23	October	2018	-	05:16	AM	First	off,	the	one	that	has	been	made	by	Elvemage	(	is	good	and	all.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Ardougne	Run	west	to	the	Zoo,	then	take	the	southwestern	path	from	the	zoo	to	the	clock	tower	or	Ardougne	Cloak	teleport	>	Run	northwest	to	the	western	side	of	the	clock	tower



Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	southwest	or	Amulet	of	Glory	teleport	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	southwest	Falador	Teleport	>	Run	north	outside	the	city	gates	>	Run	east	along	the	wall	until	you	see	the	standing	stones	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	Teleports	>	Ourania	Altar	(ZMI)	>	Follow	the	path	southwest	to	the	Chaos
Altar	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	>	Miscellania	>	Run	east	near	the	Evergreen	tree	;;train	Teleport	>	Run	south	outside	of	the	Relleka	city	gates	>	Follow	the	light	brown	path	southwest	towards	the	broken	bridge	>	Cross	the	broken	bridge	and	continue	southwest	Ardougne	Cloak	Teleport	to	the	Kandarin	Monastery	>	Run	east	to	the	Tower	of	Life	or
Ardougne	Teleport	>	Run	south	to	the	Tower	of	Life	Varrock	Teleport	>	Run	east	outside	of	the	city	gates	>	Run	south	near	the	mining	area	Necklace	of	Passage	Teleport	to	Wizard's	Tower	>	Run	south	behind	the	Wizard's	Tower	or	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	south	behind	the	Wizard's	Tower	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities
Teleports	>	Yanille	>	Run	southeast	to	the	corner	south	of	the	building	with	a	Smithing	icon	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	Teleports	>	Wilderness	Agility	Course	>		Open	the	gate	to	exit	the	course	>	Run	east	to	the	3	small	volcano	pools	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	Teleports	>	Crafting	Guild	>	Run	south	around	the	crafting	guild	>	Run	northwest	up	the
peninsula.	I'll	definitely	still	be	around	in	the	community,	in	all	of	it's	forms.		Big	shoutout	to	the	staff	team,	with	MOST	of	it's	past	&	all	current	members	but,	a	special	acknowledgement	of	@king	purple	,	@Fenrir,	@Mack,	@God	&	yes,	even	you	@Paine,	wouldn't	have	lasted	this	long	without	you	guys	and	others	like	you.	Bring	cash	Teleport	to	the
Digsite	using	a	Digsite	Pendant	10	times	*40	Crafting,	49	Magic	-								Enchant	2	ruby	necklaces	and	teleport	to	digsite	Hard	Burn	10	Yew	Logs	in	Edgeville	*60	Firemaking	-								Self-Explanatory	Defeat	the	Barrelchest	(Great	Brain	Robbery)	-								Guide	found	here	Complete	25	slayer	tasks	from	the	Slayer	Master/Steve	-								Self-Explanatory	Have
the	Estate	Agent	decorate	your	house	with	Fancy	Stone	-								Talk	to	estate	agent	about	decorating	your	house,	costs	2.5m	Elite	Make	30	Super	Combat	Potions	in	Varrock	West	Bank	*90	Herblore	-								1	each	of	Super	Attack,	Strength,	Defense	and	clean	torstol.	;;Wg	->	Speak	to	Ghommal	My	life	was	spared	but	these	voices	remain,	now	guarding
these	iron	gates	in	my	bane.	Players	who	previously	had	a	Rock	golem	that	was	coloured	may	not	have	had	it	logged	in	their	collection	log.	I	will	be	moving	irl	later	this	week	to	finally	focus	on	myself	and	will	no	longer	be	in	the	position	I	am	in	to	be	there	for	the	Staff	Team	and	most	importantly,	the	community.	Alora	and	the	people	I've	met	here
saved	my	life,	and	I	don't	want	to	lose	any	of	you	because	of	this.	-	What	are	your	weaknesses?	Beware	of	double	agents.	Knowing	what	updates	are	coming	and	thinking	about	preparing	for	those	updates	always	brings	back	my	passion	to	play	because	it	sets	me	on	a	direct	path	for	a	cool	new	piece	of	content.		Maybe	development	blogs	are	something
that	take	up	too	much	of	Omi’s	time,	but	there	are	a	ton	of	dedicated	players	on	the	staff	team	that	I	am	sure	would	be	thrilled	to	help	with	the	process	of	testing	content	and	putting	together	a	development	blog	for	the	community.		Side	note.	Slayer	helmet,	and	other	damage/accuracy	enhancing	equipment	will	now	work	on	Konar’s	tasks.	Big
shoutout	to	Omicron,	Staff	Team,	and	most	importantly	the	community	for	keeping	Alora	going	for	nearly	4	years.	Rare	drop	announcements	over	yell:	Items	which	will	no	longer	be	announced:	Leaf-bladed	weapons	All	drops	from	the	city	of	TzHaar	(Weapons	starting	with	Tzhaar	or	Toktz)	Dragon	battleaxe	Clue	hunter	equipment	Items	added	to	yell:
Slayer	changes:	Some	Slayer	effects	(eg.	Needed:	Adamant	Full	Helm	Adamant	Platebody	Adamant	Platelegs	Ardougne	Zoo	*27	Construction	Req.	Completing	300	Hard	Clue	Scrolls	unlocks	Uri's	Transform	Emote.	(Blessed)	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Catherby	>	Run	east	to	the	ranging	shop	Blow	a	raspberry	at	the	monkey	cage	in
Ardougne	Zoo.	Note	that	the	shamans	in	the	cave	can	only	be	killed	on	a	Slayer	task.	Here	is	the	post	for	those	looking…		A	development	focused	on	what	the	players	would	like	to	see,	rather	than	what	content	the	developers	would	like	to	see.	In	addition,	those	who	currently	hold	the	Veteran	rank	are	held	to	the	following	standards:	You	will	not
receive	an	infraction	resulting	in	a	ban/mute	in-game	or	losing	your	ability	to	post	on	the	forums.	(example;	had	to	assign	like	80-100	tasks	before	getting	my	first																		Abyssal	demon	task)	Able	to	use	the	Key	master	teleport	which	teleports	you	into	the	Cerberus	lair	(also	increase	the	drop	rate	of	them)Cerberus	should	be	able	to	respawn	like	8-
12	seconds	right	after	you	kill	it,	this	increases	your	kills	an	hour	and	more	efficient	to	kill,	same	for	the												Kraken.	Boots	of	stone:	Slayer	equipment	worn	in	the	foot	slot.	They	will	now	announce	as	they	should,	with	the	killcount	of	the	boss	being	displayed.	Needed:		Iron	Chainbody	Leather	Chaps	Coif	Catherby	Range	Shop	*27	Construction	Req.
Alchemical	Hydra:	Fight	mechanics:	Prayer	now	blocks	100%	of	damage	for	Ranged/Magic	attacks.	A	big	fishing	net	and	a	fishing	level	of	23	is	required	Medium	Burn	20	Yew	Logs	in	Seers	Village	*60	Firemaking	-								Train	your	firemaking	level	with	Yew	Logs.	Edgeville	Teleport	>	Run	south	to	the	trapdoor	to	enter	Edgeville	Dungeon	>	Follow	the
dungeon	north	then	east	to	the	slayer	master	symbol.	Fire	phase:	You	will	now	be	locked	into	the	side/corner	which	you	are	in	when	the	fire	wall	is	constructed,	and	can	not	leave	this	area	until	the	wall	is	taken	down.	Activate	Protect	from	Missiles,	and	if	using,	set	up	your	Dwarf	multicannon	in	the	north-west	corner	near	the	obstruction	in	Lizardman
Canyon	as	indicated	in	the	image	above.	Ferocious	gloves:	These	can	by	created	by	using	Hydra	leather	on	the	machinery	outside	of	Hydra’s	room	Requires	80	Attack	and	Defence	to	equip.	Fixed	a	bug	which	caused	Hydra	to	get	stuck	in	the	centre	of	the	room.	Dig	in	front	of	the	large	statue	in	the	centre	of	Great	Kourend.	This	attack	is	similar	to	the
Dragon	dagger	special	attack,	but	without	the	increase	in	accuracy	and	damage.	Plant	3	Potato	Cactus’	at	the	cactus	patch	in	Al	Kharid	*64	Farming	-							Al-Kharid	teleport	then	run	North	East	Complete	10	duels	at	the	Duel	Arena	-							;;duel	Kill	35	Kalphite	Guardians	-							Use	the	Kalphite	Queen	boss	teleport	Mine	25	gold	ore	from	the	mine	NW	of
the	Agility	Pyramid	*40	Mining												-			Orange	salamander	teleport,	run	south	to	Nardah	then	South	West	to	the	small	mine	Elite	Kill	the	Kalphite	Queen	25	times	-							Kalphite	Queen	boss	teleport,	Guide	Here	Obtain	a	Kalphite	Head	as	a	drop	from	KQ	-							Self-explanatory	Win	atleast	50m	gp	in	one	duel	-							;;duel	Fletch	250	dragon	darts	at	the
Bedabin	Camp	*95	Fletching	-								Monster	teleport	to	Desert	Bandits	then	run	North	Falador	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Falador	shield	1:	Restores	25%	prayer	once	a	day	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Falador	shield	2:	Restores	50%	prayer	once	a	day	Medium	experience	lamp	Access	to	the	motherlode	mine	shortcut	Hard:	Falador	shield	3:	Restores	full
prayer	once	a	day	Hard	experience	lamp	Access	to	the	crafting	guild	bank	chest	Ability	to	toggle	noted	mole	skins/claws	Elite:	Falador	shield	4:	Restores	full	prayer	twice	a	day	Elite	experience	lamp	The	tree	patch	in	Falador	never	gets	diseased	Slight	increase	in	chance	of	obtaining	higher	level	ores	from	cleaning	pay-dirt	Easy	Smith	3	Iron
Platebodies	using	Doric’s	Anvil	*33	Smithing	-							Falador	city	teleport	then	run	North	following	the	path	the	North	West	Pick-up	15	snape	grass	West	of	the	Crafting	Guild	-							Crafting	Guild	skilling	teleport	then	run	around	the	back	Mine	30	gold	ore	at	the	Crafting	Guild	*40	Mining	-							Crafting	Guild	skilling	teleport	Repair	a	broken	strut	at
Motherlode	Mine	5	times	-							Motherlode	Mine	teleport,	use	a	hammer	to	repair	the	broken	strut	Medium	Exchange	25	mole	skins	or	mole	claws	with	Wyson	the	Gardener	-							Giant	Mole	boss	teleport	then	run	East	and	talk	to	Wyson	with	noted	claws/skins	in	your	inventory	Crack	30	wall	safes	in	the	Rogues	Den	*50	Thieving	-							Rogues	Den
skilling	teleport	then	crack	the	safes	in	the	middle	Receive	Ice	Giant	Ribs	as	a	drop	from	Ice	Giants	-								Asgarnian	Ice	Dungeon	teleport	Pickpocket	a	Falador	Guard	15	times	*40	Thieving	-							Falador	city	teleport	Hard	Harvest	6	Snape	Grass	patches	at	the	Falador	Farming	Patch	*61	Farming	-							Falador	city	teleport	then	run	south	out	of	the	city
then	run	East	or	explorers	ring	patch	teleport		Tan	25	Black	Dragonhides	at	the	Crafting	Guild	-							Crafting	guild	teleport,	talk	to	the	guild	master	Kill	20	Skeletal	Wyverns	in	the	Asgarnian	Ice	Dungeon	*72	Slayer	-								Asgarnian	Ice	Dungeon	teleport,	run	East	then	South	Receive	50	nuggets	from	the	Motherlode	Mine	*30	Mining	-							Motherlode
Mine	teleport	Elite	Plant	3	Magic	Tree	seeds	in	Falador	Park	*75	Farming	-							Giant	Mole	boss	teleport	will	put	you	right	next	to	the	tree	patch	Mix	15	Saradomin	Brews	in	the	Falador	East	Bank	*81	Herblore	-							Use	crushed	nest	and	unfinished	toadflax	potion	in	the	East	bank	Kill	the	Giant	Mole	30	times	-							Giant	Mole	boss	teleport	Mine	100
Amethyst	ore	in	Falador	Mine	*92	Mining	-							Falador	mine	skilling	teleport	then	run	all	the	way	south	to	the	amethyst	mine		Fremennik	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Fremennik	sea	boots	1:	1	daily	teleport	to	Relleka	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Fremennik	sea	boots	2:	3	daily	teleports	to	Relleka	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Fremennik	sea	boots	3:	5
daily	teleports	to	Relleka	Hard	experience	lamp	Ability	to	use	tan-leather	and	recharge	dragontsone	jewelry	Lunar	spells.	*35	Hunter,	43	Fishing			-				Use	a	falcon	and	King	bait	and	catch	fish	at	Lake	Molch	Obtain	a	piece	of	the	Evil	Chicken	Outfit	from	the	Altar	at	the	Woodcutting	Guild	*60	Woodcutting	-								Use	a	bird’s	egg	from	bird’s	nests	on	the
altar	in	;;wc	Complete	a	Wyrms	Konar	slayer	task	in	the	Karuulm	Slayer	Dungeon	*62	Slayer,	75	Combat	-								Self-explanatory	Complete	5	Konar	slayer	tasks	in	the	Catacombs	of	Kourend	*75	Combat	-								Self-explanatory,	Map	Here	Defeat	the	Hespori	*65	Farming	-								65	farming	required,	guide	here	Hard	Kill	35	Lizardman	Shamans	-						
	Lizardman	shamans		Plant	3	seeds	in	the	Anima	Patch	*76	Farming	-								Located	outside	hespori	cave,	Anima	seeds	are	received	from	killing	Hespori	Chop	100	Redwood	Logs	at	the	Woodcutting	Guild	*90	Woodcutting	-								;;wc	then	run	all	the	way	to	the	back	then	up	the	ladder	Plant	a	seed	in	the	Celastrus	Patch	*85	Farming	-								;;fg	then	run
north,	85	farming	required	Plant	3	Potato	cactus	seeds	at	the	Farming	Guild	*64	Farming	-								run	east	the	north	to	the	cactus	patch	Kill	Sarachnis	20	times	-								Forthos	dungeon	teleport,	run	South,	bring	slash	weapon	for	webs	Elite	Craft	250	Soul	Runes	*90	Runecrafting	-								Refer	to	this	guide	here	Check	the	health	of	2	Redwood	tree	seeds	at
the	Farming	Guild	*90	Farming	-								;;fg	then	run	north	then	west	Kill	the	Alchemical	Hydra	25	times	*95	Slayer	-							95	slayer	required,	refer	to	this	guide	here	Complete	the	Chambers	of	Xeric	5	times	*1100	Total	Level	-								Guide	Here	Lumbridge	&	Draynor	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Explorer’s	ring	1:	Players	can	replenish	50%	run	energy	twice	a
day	Players	can	cast	low	alchemy	with	the	ring	without	using	any	runes	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Explorer’s	ring	2:	Players	can	replenish	50%	run	energy	three	times	a	day	Players	can	cast	low	alchemy	with	the	ring	without	using	any	runes	5	daily	teleports	to	the	cabbage	patch	near	Falador	farm.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor
Village	>	Run	south	to	Father	Urhney's	House.	We’ve	fixed	this	for	future	cases,	and	if	it	happened	to	you	please	open	a	support	thread	and	we’ll	add	the	item	for	you	manually.	Melee	or	Ranged	is	recommended.	Vote	at	the	Vote	Booth	at	the	Bandit	camp	-							Monster	teleport	to	Desert	Bandits	Cook	5	Ugthanki	meat	*1	Cooking	-								Glory	teleport
to	Al-kharid	run	to	shantay	pass	and	enter	the	desert.	Stupid	update	delays	This	is	one	of	the	things	that	I	will	never	understand	the	logic	behind...	The	teams	are	ranked	primarily	by	average	total	level,	and	if	two	teams	have	an	equal	average	total	level,	then	the	one	with	the	higher	average	total	experience	will	be	ranked	higher.	Releasing	content
like	Castle	Wars	and	LMS	are	not	what	the	players	are	asking	for,	yet	they	get	implemented	above	all	else	and	before	fixing	what	the	players	are	clearly	asking	for.		Instead	of	leaving	the	players,	in	the	dark	when	it	comes	to	“major”	content	releases,	create	development	blogs	more	often.	(click	HERE	for	what	I	mean)							Able	to	attack	the	Aviansies
in	the	(Wilderness)	Godwars	dungeon	&	you	you're	able	to	kill	Kree'	Arra	as	Aviansies	task	(extendable)						Add	the	Fremennik	Kurasks	upper	level	(Slayer	assignment	only)						Change	the	pet	droprate	of	the	new	God	bosses;	God's	Battalion	to	1/65	Fix	Trident	(no	correct	damage	vs	Dagannoth	Rex)		Arclight	(STATS)			Able	to	teleport	back	to	Zulrah
pier	after	you	kill	the	Zulrah	there	should	be	a	teleportation	on	the	ground.	A	$10,000	donator	rank	is	theoretically	only	saving	the	player	approximately	11	hours,	more	than	$900	per	hour	saved.	Speak	to	the	Key	master	in	Cerberus'	Lair	Teleport	wizard	->	Boss	teleports	->	Cerberus	Show	this	to	Sherlock	Sherlock	can	be	found	south	of	Seers'
Village	Faint	sounds	of	arr,	fire	giants	found	deep,	the	eastern	tip	of	a	lake,	are	the	rewards	you	could	reap.	Karuulm	Slayer	dungeon:	A	new	Slayer	dungeon	with	brand	new	enemies	is	now	available!	Dungeon:	The	dungeon	contains	3	levels	—	each	with	many	different	creatures	to	slay.	“Shifting”	of	items:	Upon	withdrawing	items,	the	other	items	will
shift	to	fill	the	empty	slot.	I	am	still	here	for	you	guys,	and	hopefully	you	will	be	with	me	for	the	ride.	At	the	start	of	each	phase,	Hydra	has	75%	more	defence	than	usual.	Whether	the	reason	is	that	a	server	restart	would	“annoy”	players,	or	rather	it	was	better	to	simply	delay	it	a	week	so	that	the	update	would	look	bigger	and	better.	Ground	unicorn
dust	can	be	obtained	by	crushing	a	unicorn	horn	with	a	pestle	and	mortar.	Self	explanatory,	start	picking.	I	just	want	to	be	happy	and	I	hope	you	guys	can	understand	that!	I	started	my	adventure	in	July	2016	and	before	Alora	launched,	I	never	once	thought	we	would	ever	be	this	big	and	close	of	a	community.	For	example,	a	player	with	100%	special
attack	energy	who	performs	the	special	attack	will	cause	their	next	attack	to	have	100%	increased	accuracy	and	a	damage	boost	of	50%.	A	Shark,	which	is	in	the	food	tab)	you	will	be	switched	to	the	correct	tab	upon	depositing	it	rather	than	depositing	to	the	main	tab.	The	Hydra	will	change	phases	during	the	fight	as	follows:	100%	HP	-	Green	phase
Hits	up	to	17,	and	uses	a	special	poison	attack.	Wearing	the	full	tier	5	Shayzien	set	negates	all	damage	done	by	this	attack,	though	you	can	still	be	poisoned.	You	must	have	30	or	more	days	online	time	on	the	forums.	I'm	really	thankful	for	all	the	people	I	have	met	in	the	game	&	on	the	staff	team.	Other:	Anyone	who	reaches	Global	Moderator	are
exempt	from	the	normal	application	requirements	and	will	be	granted	the	Veteran	rank	upon	promotion.	Complete	50	laps	at	the	Ardougne	Rooftop	Course	*90	Agility	-							Self	Explanatory	Successfully	pickpocket	a	Hero	75	times	*80	Thieving	-							Self	Explanatory	Make	a	Rune	Crossbow	inside	the	Yanille	Bank	*69	Fletching,	10	Crafting	-						
Combine	a	yew	stock	with	runite	limbs,	then	attach	a	crossbow	string	to	the	unfinished	bow		Desert	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Desert	Amulet	1:	1	daily	teleport	to	Kalphite	Queen	lair	Desert	Goat	Horns	drop	noted	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Desert	Amulet	2:	3	daily	teleports	to	Kalphite	Queen	lair	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Desert	Amulet	3:	5
daily	teleports	to	Kalphite	Queen	lair	Hard	experience	lamp	Access	to	the	shortcut	in	the	Kalphite	lair	Ability	to	make	unfinished	potions	from	Zahur	Elite:	Desert	Amulet	4:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Kalphite	Queen	lair	Unlimited	teleports	to	Nardah	Easy	Kill	20	scorpions	-							Found	at	Al-Kharid	mine	-				Glory	to	Al-Kharid,	run	south	behind	palace/bank.
Players	may	NOT	combine	any	of	the	requirements	between	accounts.	15%	more	runes	from	barrows	The	Bonecrusher	now	provides	the	full	prayer	experience	of	burying	the	bone	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Morytania	Legs	3:	Unlimited	teleports	to	the	Ectofuntus	Unlimited	teleports	to	Burgh	de	Rott	30%	more	runes	from	barrows	The	Bonecrusher
now	provides	the	1.1x	the	prayer	experience	of	burying	the	bone	10%	bonus	experience	for	slayer	tasks	in	the	slayer	tower.	Not	to	mention…	how	many	players	could	even	afford	to	buy	that,	maybe	2?	Explorer's	Ring	Teleport	to	the	Falador	farming	patch	>	Run	southwest	to	the	docks	just	east	of	the	Port	Sarim	fishing	shop	or	Teleport	Wizard	>
Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	or	Amulet	of	Glory	Teleport	to	Draynor	Village	>	Run	west	then	south	to	the	docks	just	east	of	the	Port	Sarim	fishing	shop	Speak	to	Arhein	in	Catherby.		Arhein	is	just	south	of	the	Catherby	bank.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Kourend	Catacombs	>	Climb	the	ladder	near	the	Dark	Altar	or	Xeric	Talisman
teleport	to	Xeric	Heart	Dig	where	only	the	skilled,	the	wealthy,	or	the	brave	can	choose	not	to	visit	again.		Dig	at	the	Lumbridge	spawn.							When	you	move	your	PoH	portal	(spawn	loc)	to	a	different	location	in	your	PoH,	it'll	still	teleports	back	to	your	old	PoH	spawn	loc	and	not	the	new.	The	benefits	that	this	new	rank	would	have	to	provide	the	player
to	be	worth	the	price	would	have	to	be	so	incredibly	overpowered	that	it	would	break	the	game	in	no	time	at	all.	The	only	place	this	is	intended	to	show	up	is	in	the	GIM	Bank	where	it	is	worthwhile	knowing	that	you	have	0	of	a	certain	item.	Equip	leather	boots,	a	leather	body,	and	a	silver	sickle.	Search	some	crates	in	one	of	the	houses.		Search	the
crate	inside	of	the	clothes	shop	in	Canifis.	It	will	always	be	Defence	every	1st	of	a	new	month.	Ardougne	farming	patch	teleport.	Move	out	of	the	way	as	soon	as	you	see	them	jump,	and	dodge	the	minions	by	maneuvering	around	an	obstacle	or	moving	a	few	spaces	away.	Created	by	using	a	Hydra	claw	on	a	Zamorakian	hasta.	This	has	been	fixed.	7)
Location	of	Drop	Party:	::event	Time	of	Drop	Party:	2PM	EST	(7PM	Server	Time)	If	you	wish	to	donate	to	this	drop	party,	Pm	myself	or	any	Admin	in-game	or	on	forums	and	you	will	be	given	a	shout	out	down	below.	It	has	been	over	3	years	since	one	of	these	polls	were	posted.	Thank	you	to	everyone	who	has	donated/will	be	donating!	We	hope	to	see
everyone	there,	once	again	thank	you	for	supporting	Alora.	When	viewing	teams,	you’ll	be	able	to	see	the	team	names,	player	names,	average	total	level,	average	total	XP,	and	average	combat	level.	If	you	wish	to	apply	for	the	Veteran	rank,	please	apply	here:	To	apply	for	the	Veteran	rank	you	must	meet	the	following	requirements:	You	must	have	one
year	or	older	registration	time.	Private	chat	split:	Private	chat	is	now	split	by	default	for	new	players.	Unfortunately,	this	made	the	RuneLite	job	an	extremely	daunting	task.	or	Varrock	Teleport	>	Run	east	outside	of	the	city,	then	north	to	the	statue	>	Run	east	past	the	gate,	following	the	path	to	the	Rag	and	Bone	Man	quest	symbol.	Digsite	Pendant
teleport	to	the	Digsite	>	Run	west	to	the	gate,	then	north	to	the	statue	>	Run	east	past	the	gate,	following	the	path	to	the	Rag	and	Bone	Man	quest	symbol.	What	perks	could	this	new	donator	rank	possibly	even	offer?	*	Please	note,	there	must	be	a	minimum	of	two	weeks	between	applications	for	ranks,	use	this	template:	Name	of	the	player	who
recruited	you?	Edgeville	Teleport	>	Run	west	to	the	monastery	west	of	Edgeville.	So	if	you	would	like	to	keep	in	touch,	you	can	message	me	there.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Tree	Gnome	Stronghold	>	Run	north	to	the	mushrooms	just	north-west	of	King	Narode	and	the	Grand	Tree.	For	Group	ironman,	this	means	that	a	blue	armour	set	can
now	be	obtained.	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Complete	the	Gnome	Agility	Course	10	times	*1	Agility	-								Gnome	course	skilling	teleport	Catch	30	Crimson	Swifts	*1	Hunter	-								Feldip	hills	skilling	teleport	Complete	15	games	of	Pest	Control	*40	Combat	-								;;pc	Kill	5	Terrorbirds	in	the	Terrorbird	Enclosure	-								Gnome	agility	course	skilling
teleport,	run	west	to	enclosure	Medium	Catch	25	kebbits	with	a	falcon.	A	Slayer	level	of	44,	along	with	level	70	in	Defence,	Magic	and	Ranged	is	required	to	wear	them.	Omicron,	Ultistic,	Elsa	and	61	others	like	this	Posted	by	7	on	30	August	2018	-	10:43	AM	Hello	Everyone!	I've	seen	many	of	these	progress	reports,	and	have	been	meaning	to	make
one	for	the	LONGEST	time.	Auto	tab-switching:	If	you	are	depositing	a	“stock”	item,	(eg.	I	met	some	of	the	most	incredible	human	beings	here,	and	just	because	I	am	no	longer	a	staff	member	does	not	mean	we	need	to	stop	talking.	I	am	resigning	from	Community	Manager.	As	always,	please	report	any	bugs	that	you	may	find	as	soon	as	possible.	I	will
still	be	around	on	discord,	but	will	not	be	involved	with	the	Staff	Team	or	any	CM	duties.	Bonecrusher	necklace:	Created	by	combining	the	Dragonbone	necklace,	Hydra	tail	and	Bonecrusher.	I	want	Alora	and	the	community	to	continue	to	grow	and	be	stronger	even	without	me	around.	Elite	Make	10	Stamina	Potions	in	the	Seer’s	Village	Bank	*77
Herblore	-								Seers’	Village	bank,	use	amylase	packs	on	super	energy	potions	Plant	5	Lantadyme	Seeds	at	the	Catherby	farming	patch	*73	Herblore	-								Catherby	city	teleport	run	north,	or	Farmer’s	Blessing	teleport	to	the	patch	Kill	15	Mithril	Dragons	-								Mithril	Dragons	monster	teleport	Fletch	10	unstrung	Magic	Longbows	in	Seer's	Village	*85
Fletching	-								Self-explanatory	Karamja	Diary	Rewards:	Easy:	Karamja	Gloves	1(cosmetic)	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Karamja	Gloves	2:	These	gloves	provide	a	10%	experience	boost	to	agility	Medium	experience	lamp	Hard:	Karamja	Gloves	3:	These	gloves	provide	a	10%	experience	boost	to	agility	Free	access	to	Hardwood	Grove	Noted	red
dragon	hide	drops	in	Brimhaven	Dungeon	Ability	to	toggle	metal	dragon	noted	bar	drops	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Karamja	Gloves	4:	These	gloves	provide	a	15%	experience	boost	to	agility	One	free	resurrection	in	the	Fight	Caves	each	day	Double	Tokkul	from	the	Fight	Caves/Inferno	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Fish	1000	Karambawanji	*5	Fishing	-
							Karamja	city	teleport	then	run	west	to	the	gate	then	north	to	the	dock,	use	a	small	net	Kill	10	Fire	Giants	-								Brimhaven	dungeon	teleport	Pick	25	bananas	from	the	plantation	East	of	the	volcano	-								Karamja	city	teleport,	run	west	to	gate,	pick	bananas	from	tree	Cross	the	stepping	stones	in	Brimhaven	Dungeon	*12	Agility	-								Brimhaven
Dungeon	teleport,	then	take	the	North	West	passage	to	stepping	stones	Medium	Kill	20	Tzhaar-Ket	-								Tzhaar	City	teleport	Mine	30	gold	ore	near	Brimhaven	*40	Mining	-								Gold	ore	can	be	found	Most	north	of	the	fruit	tree	patch.	All	assigned	tasks	by	Konar	have	a	chance	to	hit	this	drop	table,	but	the	higher	the	combat	level,	the	higher	the
chance	of	landing	on	it.	A	chisel	and	hammer	reside	in	his	home,	strange	for	one	of	magic.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Draynor	Village	>	Run	south	onto	the	causeway	to	Wizards	Tower	or	Necklace	of	Passage	Wizards	Tower	Teleport	Beckon	in	the	combat	ring	of	Shayzien.	Needed:		Coif	Steel	Plateskirt	Sapphire	Necklace	Coordinates	03
degrees	07	minutes	south,	03	degrees	41	minutes	west	Type	::Gamble	to	teleport	to	Castle	Wars	Run	south	across	the	bridge	then	west	of	castle	wars,	then	keep	running	west	to	the	coastline.	Omicron,	Ultistic,	Elsa	and	48	others	like	this	Posted	by	Detharrow26	on	07	December	2018	-	07:59	AM	Currently	working	on...Tempoross			Pets	above	in
screenie	above	are	in	order	of	acquisition	&	seperated	as	skilling/bossing/misc	respectively	[Pets	in	green	have	been	obtained]			SKILLING	PETS		[200m	all	stats]			BABY	CHINCHOMPA		BEAVER	GIANT	SQUIRREL	HERON	RIFT	GUARDIAN	ROCK	GOLEM	ROCKY	TANGLEROOT	HERBI	-	Obtained	@	114	KC	PHOENIX	PET	HOUSE		BOSS	PETS	
ABYSSAL	ORPHAN	-	Obtained	@	968	KC	-	16	Unsireds	BABY	MOLE	-	Obtained	@	160	KC	CALLISTO	CUB	-	Obtained	@	264	KC	HELLPUPPY	-	Obtained	@	4,561	KC	Jal-Nib-Rik	-	Obtained	@	2	KC	KALPHITE	PRINCESS	-	Obtained	@	322	KC			IKKLE	HYDRA	-	Obtained	@	3,604	KC	LIL'	ZIK	-	Obtained	@	151	KC	NOON	-	Obtained	@	2,190	KC	OLMLET	-
Obtained	@	102	KC	PET	CHAOS	ELEMENTAL	-	Obtained	@	111	KC	PET	DAGANNOTH	PRIME	-	Obtained	@	12,821	KC	PET	DAGANNOTH	REX	-	Obtained	@	2,150	KC	PET	DAGANNOTH	SUPREME	-	Obtained	@	252	KC	PET	DARK	CORE	305	KC	PET	GENERAL	GRAADOR	Obtained	@	7,451	KC	PET	K'RIL	TSUTSAROTH	Obtained	@	8,445	KC	PET
KRAKEN	-	Obtained	@	1,155	KC	PET	KREE'ARRA	5,996	KC	PET	SMOKE	DEVIL	-	Obtained	@	321	KC	PET	SNAKELING	-	Obtained	@	1,013	KC	PET	ZILYANA	-	Obtained	@	391	KC	PRINCE	BLACK	DRAGON	Obtained	@	1,393	KC	SCORPIA'S	OFFSPRING		Obtained	@	2,286	KC	SKOTOS	-	Obtained	@	60+	KC	TZREK-JAD	-	Obtained	@	21	KC	-	20
Gambles	VENENATIS	SPIDERLING	-	Obtained	@	1,879	KC	VET'ION	JR.	-	Obtained	@	1,174	KC	VORKI	-	Obtained	@	1,774	KC		SRARACHA	Obtained	@	3,384	KC		SMOLCANO	-	Obtained	@	59	KC		YOUNGLLEF	-	Obtained	@	944	KC	LILTTLE	NIGHTMARE	1,050	KC	TINY	TEMPOR	222	KC	/	3000	permits				MISC.	For	everyone	who	leaves	a	like	on	this
topic,	you	will	be	entered	to	win	1	Cosmetic/Ultimate	mbox	each!	Only	1	entry	per	person	as	we	will	be	checking	(no	liking	on	multiple	accounts,	they	will	NOT	count	and	all	of	your	accounts	will	be	disqualified).	Spawn	spot	should	be	the	same	tiles	away	like	the	Blood	altar					When	you	wear	the	Ring	of	Stone,	you	should	transform	into	a	emptied
rock				Ring	of	wealth	should	pick	up	cash	and	tokkuls	automatically	when	worn.	Just	because	I'm	leaving	doesn't	mean	the	server	is	shutting	down	or	anything,	so	please	don't	think	that.	Our	CC	is	100%	Public	and	everyone	is	more	than	welcome	to	join.	Fixed	Ahrim’s	pieces	not	protecting	over	items	of	lower	value	(eg.	This	being	said,	we	will	be
changing	up	the	requirements	a	bit	to	better	represent	what	the	rank	is	supposed	to	really	mean.	This	bank	now	functions	as	more	of	a	true	bank,	with	items	you	deposit	acting	as	stackable	items	at	all	times.	Thank	you	to	everyone	who	has	donated/will	be	donating!	We	hope	to	see	everyone	there,	once	again	thank	you.	Search	the	boxes	in	one	of	the
tents	in	Al	Kharid		Search	the	crates	in	the	tent	east	of	the	Silk	Trader.									Add	Barrows	points	to	the	points	tab	(under	Pest	Control	points/Vote	points	etc)			Raw	karambwanji	should	be	stackable			We're	not	able	to	runecraft	Soul	runes.	Here’s	how	it	worked:	If	another	player	kills	a	monster	and	it	drops	Big	bones,	then	you	kill	a	monster	on	the
same	tile	and	it	also	drops	big	bones,	you	might	not	have	been	able	to	pick	up	either	of	the	bones	as	the	server	would	think	you	were	picking	up	the	other	player’s	bones.	Damage	boost	for	Slayer	helmet)	for	Wilderness	tasks	were	not	being	applied	properly.	Kangai	Mau	is	found	in	the	Shrimp	and	Parrot	in	Brimhaven.	Boots	of	brimstone:	Created	by
using	Drake’s	claw	to	Boots	of	stone.	Barrows	gloves).	Hey	guys,	Today’s	update	brings	a	whole	bunch	of	new	content	for	you	to	keep	busy	with,	including	a	new	Slayer	master	with	unique	tasks,	an	entirely	new	Slayer	dungeon	with	5	new	monsters	to	slay,	as	well	as	a	challenging	boss	to	defeat	and	rewards	to	obtain.	(Put	N/A	if	not	applicable.	This
game	allowed	me	to	rebuild	myself.	Due	to	the	bonuses	it	provides	on	task,	a	Slayer	helmet	can	be	worth	to	bring,	while	other	armour	provide	lower	damage	bonuses.	Green	form	->	red	vent	Blue	form	->	green	vent	Red	form	->	blue	vent	Gray	form	->	you	will	not	be	able	to	lure	the	Hydra	over	any	vent	in	this	phase.	Ardougne	Teleport	>	Run
southwest	to	the	Ardougne	Zoo	Blow	a	raspberry	at	the	bank	of	the	Warrior's	guild.	Beware	of	double	Agents!	Equip	a	dragon	battleaxe,	a	slayer	helm	of	any	kind,	and	an	avernic	or	dragon	defender.	Example	items:	(Full	drop	table	screenshot	below)	2-3	Magic	seeds	120-160	Magic	logs	40-160	Dragon	dart	tips	Dusk	Mystic	robes	(new	recolour)
Access:	You	can	use	the	Teleport	interface	and	navigate	to	the	bottom	of	the	Dungeons	menu	to	teleport	here.	Requires	70	Attack	to	equip.	PETS		PET	PENANCE	QUEEN	BLOODHOUND	CHOMPY	CHICK	PET	ROCK	METAMORPHIC	DUST	(COX)	-	Obtained	@	57	KC	METAMORPHIC	DUST	(TOB)	-	688	KC	(550ish	before	dust	added)		GOD	BOSS	PET
	'The	Guns'	(Vote	book	pet)		JalRek-Jad	STRAY	DOG	[Master	Donor	Pet]		Gnome	Child	pet	[Immortal	Donator]	Lil'Klik	(Eternal	Donator)	SHEEP	PET	(CASTLE	WARS)		PENG	PET	(ULTIMATE/COSMETIC	MYSTERY	BOX)	Lil'creator	($150	Custom	Donation)	RANDOM	DAILY	LOGIN	REWARD	PETS	-	1/5	Obtained	-	1	box	opening	-	Balloon	Animal	-	Cute
Creature	-	Evil	Creature	-	Badger	-	Baby	Mimic				FORUM	PETS		BLACK	CAT	-	[125	posts]	WHITE	AND	BLACK	CAT	-	[250	posts]	WHITE	CAT	[500	posts]	WHITE	AND	BLUE	CAT	[750	posts]	WHITE	AND	BROWN	CAT	[1000	posts]	BROWN	WILY	CAT	[1250	posts]	GRAY	WILY	CAT	[1500	posts]	HELLCAT	[2000	posts]	TOY	CAT	[2500	posts]	LAZY
HELLCAT	[5000	posts]	Last	updated	-	11/01/2022	Elsa,	Sheep,	Folivora	and	46	others	like	this	Posted	by	Kq	head	on	19	October	2020	-	01:21	PM	“The	main	piece	of	content	CoX	has	been	left	in	this	atrocious	state	for	over	a	month,	so	we	are	adding	a	new	donator	rank??!”	Eternal	Donator	Rank	Anyone	else	notice	this	new	Eternal	Donator	rank?	The
distance	which	the	“tracking	fire”	attack	travels	has	been	reduced	by	1	step.	The	ICE	Staff	Team	takes	into	consideration	advertising,	behavior,	and	CC/Discord	activity	when	evaluating	if	a	player	is	deserving	of	a	rank/promotion.	Ranger	boots	have	been	added	to	the	Medium	clue	loot	list.	Reclaimable	for	500k	GP	if	lost	on	death.	This	is	the	style	of
development	that	Alora	needs	to	implement.	Players	being	able	to	pay	to	transfer	their	donor	ranks	from	account	to	account	is	a	service	that	is	much	higher	in	demand	than	a	higher	tier	donor	rank.	-	What	are	your	strengths?	Attack	timing	slightly	tweaked,	previously	special	attacks	would	count	as	1	attack	and	mess	up	the	order.	Thank	you	very
much	for	your	attention.	(Abyssal	whip	(frozen/Volcanic/Tentical	whip	all	work)	(85	Slayer)	Make	a	blood	rune	(77	Runecrafting)	Possible	Rewards:	Easy	Clue	Scrolls	Trimmed	Armour:	Bronze	Iron	Black	Gold	Trimmed	Monk	Robes	Gilded	Armour	Bronze	items	Magic	Shortbow	Bronze-Rune	pickaxes	Amulet	of	glory	Amulet	of	strength	God	robes	Blue
wizard	(t)	and	(g)	Black	Wizard	(g)	Heraldic	Items	(kite	shields	and	helms)	Highwayman	Mask	Elegant	Robes	Bob	Shirts	Coins	1-30k	Golden	Apron	Golden	Chef's	Hat	Wooden	Shield	(g)	Prayer	pots	God	Stoles	Purple	Sweets	Powdered	Wig	Low-Level	Uncut	Gems	Low-Level	Ores	Runes	Magic	Staffs	White	Firelights	Rune	Arrows	Team	Cape	(i)	Black
Cane	Sleeping	cap	Beanie	Seeds	Team	Cape	(zero)	Bandos	and	Armadyl	Mitre	Studded	Chaps	(g)	Imp	Mask	Goblin	Mask	Beret's	Jester	cape	Shoulder	parrot	Bear	slippers	Frog	slippers	Demon	slippers	Mole	slippers	God	ornament	kits	(Saradomin,	Guthix,	Zamorak)	for	rune	scimitar	Sandwich	lady	outfit	(hat,	top,	and	bottom)	Monk	robes	(t)	(top	and
bottom)	Amulet	of	defence	(t)	Power	Amulet	(t)	Rain	bow	Ham	joint	Staff	of	Bob	the	Cat	Leather	body	and	chaps	(g)	Black	heraldic	platebodies	(h1,	h2,	h3,	h4	and	h5)	Medium	Clue	Scrolls	Trimmed	Armour:	Mithril	Adamant	Rune	Gilded	Armour:	Mithril	weapons/armor	Adamant	weapons/armor	Rune	weapons/armor	Others:	Holy	Sandals	Crier	Hat
Seeds	Rune	armourGnomish	Firelighter	Heraldic	Helms	and	Shields	Crier	Bell	White	Firelighter	Black	Leprechaun	Hat	Green	Leprechaun	Hat	Runes	Medium	Level	Ores	Raw	Fish	Medium-High	Noted	Logs	Medium-High	Uncut	Gems	Banners	Boaters	Cabbage	Round	Shield	Cat	Mask	Penguin	Mask	Colored	Headbands	Clueless	Scroll	Ranger	boots
White/Black	Unicorn	Mask	Adamant	Cane	Elegant	pieces	Godwars	Robes	Wolf	mask	and	Wolf	cloak	Climbing	boots	(g)	Spiked	manacles	Adamant	heraldic	platebodies	(h1,	h2,	h3,	h4	and	h5)	Hard	Clue	Scrolls	Red	Cavalier	God	hide	armour	(chaps,	body,	vambraces)		Clue	Hunter	cosmetic	gear	God	Armour	(Saradomin,	Guthix,	Zamorak)	3rd	age
(Melee,	Ranged,	Mage)	Ancient	d'hde	armourGilded	Armour	Ranger	Boots	God	d'hide	Gear	God	Crozers	Lots	of	skilling	supplies	(Runes,	ores,	fish)	Dragonhide	armour	(trimmed	and	gilded)	Pirate's	Hat	Dragon	Masks	Explorer	Backpack	Robin	hood	Hat	Enchanted	robes	Strange	Device	Trimmed	Amulets	Rune	Items	Rune	Cane	Cyclops	Head	Zombie
Head	Pith	Helmet	Dual	sai	(very	rare)	Thieving	bag	(very	rare)	3rd	age	plateskirt	(very	rare)	Gilded	rune	defender	kit	Obby	maul	ornament	kit	Berserker	necklace	ornament	kit	Blessed	d'hide	shields	(Ancient,	Armadyl,	Bandos,	Guthix,	Saradomin,	and	Zamorak)	Rune	heraldic	platebodies	(h1,	h2,	h3,	h4	and	h5)	Elite	Clue	Scrolls		Fury	Ornament	Kit
Musketeer	Tabard	Musketeer	Pants	LOTS	of	supplies	(ores,	raw	fish,	runes,	logs)	Black	Cavalier	Ranger	Gloves	Heraldic	Helms	3rd	Age	(melee,range,mage)	3rd	Age	Cloak,	Longsword,	and	Bow	Royal	Gown	Bottom	Royal	Sceptre	Enchanted	Robes	White	Cavalier	Hosidius	House	Scarf	Light	Tuxedo	Shoes	Metal	Dragon	Masks	Dragon	sq	shield
Ornament	Kit	God	Armour	(Zamorak,	Guthix,	Sardomin)	Piscarilus	House	Scarf	Dragon	full	helm	ornament	Kit	Clue	Hunter	Clothes	Black	d'hide	trimmed/gold	Lava	Dragon	Mask	Deerstalker	Rangers	Tunic	Top	Hat	Briefcase	Holy	Wraps	Sagacious	Spectacles	3rd	druidic	staff,	top,	legs,	and	cloak	(extremely	rare)	Tormented	bracelet	ornament	kit	3rd
age	plateskirt	Gilded	dragonhide	(top,	legs	vambraces,	and	coif)	Gilded	axe	and	pickaxe	Gilded	spade	Uri's	hat	Rangers	tights	Fremennik	kilt	Master	Clue	Scrolls	Standard	table	Dragon	dagger	Dragon	mace	Dragon	longsword	Dragon	Scimatar	Dragon	battleaxe	Dragon	halberd	Nature	runes	Death	runes	Blood	runes	Soul	runes	Onyx	bolts	(e)	Manta
rays	(Raw	and	cooked)	Wines	of	zamorak	Limpwurt	roots	Grimy	Ranaar	Grimy	Toadflax	Grimy	Snapdragon	Runite	ore	Runite	bar	Black	dragonhide	Tooth	half	of	key	Loop	half	of	key	Palm	tree	seeds	Yew	seed	Magic	seed	All	items	in	the	Shared	items	table	(Standard	drops	from	Easy,	Mediums,	Hards,	and	Elites)	Uniques	Robes	of	darkness	set	(Hood
of	darkness,	Robe	top	of	darkness,	Gloves	of	darkness,	Robe	bottoms	of	darkness,	Boots	of	Darkness)	Godsword	Ornament	kits	(	Armadyl,	Bandos,	Saradomin,	Zarmorak)	Demon	masks	(Minus	Black	demon	mask)	Fancy	Tiara	Obsidian	cape	®	Kourend	hoods	(Arceuus,	Hosidius,	Lovakengi,	Piscarilius,	Shayzien)	Half-moon	specs	Bowl	wig	Dragon
platebody	Ornament	kit		Twisted	relic	hunter	T3	Twisted	cane	Twisted	banner	Twisted	blueprints	Swift	blade	Guthixian	Icon	Armadyl/Bandos/Seren/Ancient/Brassica	Halos	Merfolk	trident	Mega	rare	table		Wise	old	mans	staff	Crystal	Grail	3rd	age	Ring	Bow-sword	Rain	bow	Shaman	mask	All	3rd	age	items	(Ultra	rare	to	receive	Deruidic	third	age
pieces)	Additional	Rewards:	You	can	purchase	the	Clue	Scroll	Sack	after	completing	150	clue	scrolls	of	any	type	from	the	skillcape	shop	by	speaking	with	the	Wise	Old	Man	for	1,000,000	GP.	Access	to	the	Red	Chinchompa	Hunting	Ground	Hard	experience	lamp	Elite:	Western	Banner	4:	Unlimited	teleports	to	Piscatoris	Fishing	Colony	10%	more
slayer	points	from	regular(non-Konar)	slayer	tasks.	Digsite	Pendant	teleport	to	the	Digsite	>	Run	south	all	the	way	to	the	hedges	near	the	Exam	Center	then	east	or	Varrock	Teleport	>	Run	east	outside	the	city	gates	through	the	gates	toward	the	Digsite	>	Run	south	from	the	gnome	glider	until	you	reach	the	Exam	Center	Clap	on	the	causeway	to	the
Wizards'	Tower.	Your	mining	speed	will	be	affected	by	your	pickaxe,	meaning	that	using	a	Dragon	pickaxe	will	allow	you	to	mine	ores	far	more	quickly	than	a	bronze	pickaxe.	Let	people	carry	them	and	kill	the	skeletons	in	the	Ape	Atoll	Dungeon.	This	guide	will	give	a	few	tips	and	some	setups	to	help	out	with	your	kills.	Beware	of	Double	Agents!	Equip
a	full	barrows	set	;;Barrows	->	Complete	a	lap,	at	the	chest	equip	any	set	and	do	the	jig.	Thank	you	for	trusting	me	with	an	admin	position	when	Alora	first	started.	14	Degrees	20	minutes	north,	30	degrees	45	minutes	west	Teleport	Wizard	>	Dungeon	Teleports	>	Chasm	of	fire	>	Climb	up	the	rope	>	Run	South-East	until	you	find	the	flags	16	degrees
43	minutes	north,	30	degrees	01	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	>	Monster	Teleports	>	Lizardman	Brutes	>	Run	North	a	little	just	next	to	the	skeleton.	While	on	Alora,	the	last	major	content	(content	that	exceeds	the	“weekly	update”	time	frame)	poll	took	place	in	September	of	2017.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleport	>	Canifis	>	Run	northeast	to	the
clothes	shop	One	of	the	sailors	in	Port	Sarim	is	your	next	destination.		Speak	to	Captain	Tobias	on	the	docks	of	Port	Sarim.	If	a	player	is	a	Veteran	and	also	a	Super	donator,	it	would	show	the	wrong	donator	icon	over	yell	(regular	donator	icon).	I	am	not	making	this	post	for	anyone	to	feel	sorry	for	me,	I	am	just	here	to	say	that	these	2	years	have	been
incredible.	This	drop	table,	similar	to	the	Rare	Drop	Table	that	many	NPCs	on	Alora	have	access	to,	may	contain	some	valuable	supplies.	Always	pay	attention	to	all	special	attacks,	namely	leaping	and	summoning	minions.	Exceptions	to	this	rule	are	VERY	RARE.	The	schedule	resets	every	month,	it	never	continues.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleport	>
Catherby	>	Run	south	to	the	beginning	of	the	dock	I	would	make	a	chemistry	joke,	but	I’m	afraid	I	wouldn’t	get	a	reaction.		Talk	to	Chemist	in	Rimmington.	Mining	update:	Similar	to	last	week’s	update	with	Woodcutting,	the	Mining	skill	has	now	been	updated	to	factor	in	the	type	of	pickaxe	you	are	using.	How	much	further	can	we	buff	drop	rates
before	it	gets	to	be	too	much?	Bones:	With	the	introduction	of	new	creatures	we	bring	new	types	of	bones.	Think	about	what	master	and	immortal	donators	did	to	the	CoX	prices..	For	an	example,	look	at	the	drop	rate	differences	from	donator	ranks…	(While	this	is	a	very	black	and	white	example,	it	gets	the	point	across	that	the	rank	truly	doesn’t
provide	a	benefit	worth	its	price)	The	Corporeal	Beast	drops	the	Elysian	Sigil	at	a	1/2697	rate	for	non-donors.	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Collect	35	Mort	Myre	Fungus		-								Use	a	sickle	(		from	vote	shop,	or	purchase	form	other	players,	around	the	logs	in	the	swamp	to	collect	fungi	Kill	20	Crawling	Hands	-								Slayer	Tower	dungeon	teleport,	right
by	the	teleport	Make	20	strength	potions	at	the	Theatre	of	Blood	bank	*12	Strength	-								Use	limpwurt	root	on	unfinished	tarromin	potion	Catch	15	Swamp	Lizards	*29	Hunter	-								Canifis	city	teleport,	run	north	around	the	swamp	then	south	to	hunting	area	Medium	Plant	6	watermelon	seeds	at	the	Canifis	farming	patch	*47	Farming	-						
	Experiments	monster	teleport,	run	East.	-	Follow	the	Server	Rules	(Click	Here	to	read	the	Alora	Rules)	Respect	and	treat	clan	members	how	you	wish	to	be	treated,	arguments	will	not	be	tolerated.	Easy	experience	lamp	Medium:	Morytania	Legs	2:	3	Daily	teleport	to	the	Ectofuntus	5%	bonus	experience	for	slayer	tasks	in	the	slayer	tower.	We	created
a	forum	award	for	those	who	donate	towards	the	drop	party.	Barrows	loot	was	not	being	counted	properly,	this	has	been	fixed.	As	a	ranger,	always	keep	distance,	and	work	the	obstacles.	There	were	2	back	in	July	and	August	for	the	Chambers	of	Xeric	rework,	and	it	was	very	exciting	to	see	an	update	like	that	just	around	the	corner.	Speak	to	Kangai
Mau.	I	will,	however,	shoutout	1	person,	that	being	Omicron.	Note	that	hugging	the	obstacle	or	wall	in	the	canyon	prevents	the	shamans	from	jumping.	Monster	QoL						Add	Thermonuclear	Smoke	Devil	instance						Add	Opal,	Jade	&	Red	Topaz	jewellery.	This	was	bugged,	as	you	needed	to	keep	Hydra	near	the	pool	for	the	entire	phase.	Focus	primarily
on	killing	the	north-west	and	south-west	spawns.	Post	a	picture	of	the	donation	trade	here:	DROP	PARTY	DETAILS:	Date	of	Drop	Party	and	Giveaways:	11/7/2021	(Nov.	See	you	guys	around,	-	Hellish	/	Five	/	C4	inbound	Omicron,	Ultistic,	Morgen	and	51	others	like	this	Posted	by	KP	on	21	November	2019	-	04:46	PM	Hello	Dads,	As	you	may	have
noticed,	my	time	on	Alora	has	come	to	an	end	(for	now,	atleast).	It	was	my	first	time	being	in	that	kind	of	position,	as	I	left	his	old	Server	as	just	a	Forum	Moderator.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Falador	Run	north	to	the	statue.	Instead	of	going	back	to	3x	range	after	the	special,	it	would	count	the	special	as	an	attack	and	only	hit	twice	with	range.	Eg.
“Sheep	has	received	a	Beaver	at	65.9m	Woodcutting	XP!”	Affected	pets:	Rock	golem,	Rocky,	Herbi,	Rift	guardian,	Desert	phoenix,	Tangleroot,	Baby	chinchompa,	Heron,	Giant	squirrel,	Beaver,	House	pet	Mini-game	pets:	Most	of	these	were	unchanged,	for	example	the	Raids	pets	always	announce.	I	love	you	all.	Similar	to	last	year,	we	will	be	hosting	a
giveaway	on	top	of	the	drop	party	we	will	be	having.	While	Omi	can,	and	should,	make	decisions	for	the	server	that	he	feels	are	ultimately	the	best,	he	should	also	take	into	account	the	ideas	that	the	community	has	a	strong	passion	for	(ex:	reworking	Olm	and	ToB,	adding	nightmare	instances	and	an	overall	combat	system	rework).	While	you	can	get
Slayer	bonuses	if	you	have	a	lizardman	task,	you	will	take	some	damage	from	the	acid	spit	attack	and	can	deal	a	lot	of	damage	over	time	if	wearing	the	Slayer	helmet.	Any	perks	that	could	possibly	be	offered	to	match	the	cost	of	the	rank	would	be	incredibly	overpowered	and	game	breaking.	This	should	now	be	fixed,	with	the	server	prioritizing	your
own	loot,	or	your	EIM	partner’s	loot,	or	your	GIM	group’s	loot,	over	another	random	player’s	loot.	24	degrees	22	minutes	north	27	degrees	00	minutes	east	Teleport	Wizard	->	Boss	teleports	->	Chaos	Elemental	->	run	around	the	eastern	side	of	the	castle	18	degrees	26	minutes	north,	37	degrees	15	minutes	west	;;Fg	->	Requires	45	farming,	go	inside
and	dig	near	the	Fountain.		21	degrees	56	minutes	north,	10	degrees	56	minutes	west	;;Thieve	->	Dark	wizard	->	Astral	altar	->	Run	West	03	degrees	00	minutes	north/south	02	degrees	00	minutes	east/west	Teleport	wizard	->	Chaos	Finatic	->	run	South	westish	24	degrees	00	minutes	north,	29	degrees	22	minutes	east	Teleport	wizard	-->	PvP
teleports	-->	Fountain	of	Rune	-->	run	north	east	through	gate	as	shown	in	image	Cryptic	Clues	Impossible	to	make	angry	Speak	to	Abbot	Langley.	To	complete	the	super	anti-poison	process	add	ground	unicorn	dust.	Elite	experience	lamp	Easy	Find	out	your	age	from	Hans	in	Lumbridge	-								Self-Explanatory	Pickpocket	25	men	*1	Thieving	-						
	outside	of	;;thieve	or	at	lumbridge	castle	Burn	35	Oak	Logs	*15	Firemaking	-								Self-Explanatory	Sheer	25	sheep	in	Lumbridge	-								run	north	form	lumbridge	castle	with	shears	to	the	sheep	pen	Spin	25	balls	of	wool	in	Lumbridge	Castle	*1	Crafting	-								2nd	floor	of	the	Castle	Medium	Burn	50	Willow	Logs	in	Draynor	Village	*30	Firemaking	-						
	Self-Explanatory	Complete	25	laps	at	the	Draynor	Rooftop	Agility	Course	*10	Agility	-								Self-Explanatory	Pickpocket	from	the	Master	Farmer	in	Draynor	Village	35	times	*38	Thieving	-								Self-Explanatory	Obtain	an	Ava’s	Accumulator	from	Pest	Control	*40	Combat	-								10	points	from	pest	control	required		Hard	Check-health	of	3	Yew	Trees	at
the	Lumbridge	tree	patch	*60	Farming	-								Tree	patch	is	located	behind	the	castle	Obtain	Barrows	gloves	from	the	Culinaromancer’s	Chest	*Recipe	for	Disaster	-								Complete	RFD	then	purchase	from	the	chest	at	;;thieve	Smelt	30	Adamant	Bars	at	the	Lumbridge	Furnace	*70	Smithing	-								30	adamant		Elite	Complete	Dragon	Slayer	II	-								Guide
here	Complete	10	Elite	clues	-								use	;;clues	for	all	steps	Catch	25	Lucky	implings	in	Puro	Puro	*89	Hunter	-								Puro	Puro	skilling	teleport	Perform	the	quest	cape	emote	-								Complete	all	quests	then	purchase	cape		Morytania	Diary	Rewards:		Easy:	Morytania	Legs	1:	1	Daily	teleport	to	the	Ectofuntus	2.5%	bonus	experience	for	slayer	tasks	in	the
slayer	tower.	These	bones	would	work	in	the	usual	way	with	other	features	like	the	Gilded	altar.	If	you	donate	100m+,	you	will	be	eligible	to	receive	the	forum	award.	You	guys	are	what	make	Alora	successful	and	stay	running.	Like	our	CC,	everyone	is	more	than	welcome	to	join	the	ICE	Discord	Server!	If	you	would	like	to	join,	PM	one	of	our	Star
Rank	Staff	Members	on	the	Forums,	In-Game,	or	on	Discord	for	a	link	to	join.	I	also	made	a	video:	Hello	everyone!	Today	is	quite	an	unusual	and	unexpected	day	for	most	of	you.	(Building	with	the	food	shop	symbol)	Dig	in	the	centre	of	a	great	kingdom	of	5	cities.	Ardougne	Cloak	Teleport	to	the	Kandarin	Monastery	>	Search	the	crate	on	the	southern
wall	in	the	east	room	or	Ardougne	Teleport	>	Run	south	to	the	Kandarin	Monastery	>	Search	the	crate	on	the	southern	wall	in	the	east	room	Search	chests	found	in	the	upstairs	of	shops	in	Port	Sarim.		Search	the	chest	in	the	upstairs	of	Wydin's	Food	Store,	on	the	east	wall.	Enjoy!		Ardougne	Diary	Rewards:	Easy:	Offers	unlimited	teleports	to	the
Monastery	Ardougne	Cloak	1:	Easy	Experience	lamp	Medium:	Ardougne	Cloak	2:	Offers	unlimited	teleports	to	the	Monastery	Offers	3	teleports	to	Ardougne	Farm	each	day.	General:	It	should	be	easier	to	log	in	to	the	server	following	an	update.	Dig	Sites	and	Maps		Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Varrock	Run	south	to	Champions'	Guild	and	then	directly
west	to	the	single	tree	[Wilderness]	Teleport	Wizard	>	PVP	>	West	Dragons	Run	North	East	till	you	reach	the	fortress	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Al-Kharid	Run	North	to	the	Al-Kharid	Mine	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Catherby	Run	West	to	Seers	Village,	then	keep	running	west	past	the	bar	until	you	reach	a	gated	area,	enter	the	area	then	search
crate.	Picture	below	Kill	20	Disciples	of	Iban	in	the	Edgeville	Dungeon	-								Located	with	Chaos	Druids	Purchase	a	house	from	the	Estate	Agent	-								Self-Explanatory	Have	the	Dark	Mage	teleport	you	to	any	Runecrafting	Altar	-								outside	of	;;thieve	Have	Aurbury	Teleport	you	to	the	Essence	Mine	-								Varrock	teleport,	run	east	to	bank	then	south
to	Aubury	Medium	Make	25	Oak	Planks	at	the	Sawmill	-								Varrock	teleport,	run	East	out	of	city	then	north	to	sawmill	Plant	3	Willow	Seeds	at	the	Varrock	tree	patch	*30	Farming	-								Varrock	teleport,	run	North	inside	castle	walls,	then	to	the	East	Craft	100	gold	amulets	at	the	Edgeville	Furnace	*8	Crafting	-								Self-Explanatory	Have	Thormac
enchant	a	battlestaff	for	you	-								Run	North	East	from	Edgeville	across	bridge	then	South	to	Thormac’s	house.	Beware	of	Double	Agents!	Equip	a	dragon	pickaxe,	helm	of	neitiznot	and	a	pair	of	rune	boots	Teleport	wizard	->	Dense	essence	mine,	Follow	the	path	to	the	Soul	altar.	Combines	the	effects	of	the	Bonecrusher	and	Dragonbone	necklace.
Guide	here	Check-health	of	2	Dragonfruit	Trees	in	the	patch	west	of	Tree	Gnome	maze	*81	Farming	-								ZMI	skilling	teleport,	run	South	East	across	the	bridge	then	South	West	to	the	patch	Wilderness	Diary	Rewards:	Easy:	Wilderness	sword	1:	All	wilderness	swords	will	always	successfully	slash	webs.	Equip	an	adamant	platebody,	adamant	full
helm	and	adamant	platelegs.	The	distance	which	the	shock	attack	travels	has	been	reduced	by	1	step.	He	has	helped	me	out	more	than	you	guys	could	even	imagine.	When	entering	the	lair,	the	requirements	were	flipped	(if	you	had	a	Hydra	task,	you	wouldn’t	be	let	in).	Message	me	on	discord,	Purple#5940.	Fill	25	buckets	Medium	Upgrade	an	Iban
staff	through	Aubury.	Here	is	a	hint:	it’s	not	near	a	graveyard.		It's	in	the	western	building	at	the	Rag	and	Bone	Man's	site	near	the	limestone	quarry	east	of	Varrock.	It	was	a	pleasure	to	work	here,	learned	a	lot	in	these	years	which	will	help	me	IRL	as	well,	I	want	to	specially	thank	@Omicron	and	@Lowkey,	the	only	2	people	who	are	still	here	from
when	I	started.	You	will	require	atleast	a	Fishing	level	of	70,	as	well	as	atleast	level	of	45	in	Agility	&	Strength.	The	team	is	looking	great,	better	than	ever	before	and	I’m	sure	they’ll	do	great	things,	and	make	Alora	even	better	of	what	it	is	today.	pets	tab.	Wizard	Cromperty	at	the	north-east	corner	of	East	Ardougne.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports
>	Seer's	Village	>	Run	west	path	McGrubor's	Wood	>	Run	north	of	the	building	west	of	the	Wood	Emotes	Bow	in	the	ticket	office	of	the	Duel	Arena	Equip	an	iron	chainbody,	leather	chaps,	and	a	coif	Bow	outside	the	entrance	to	the	Legends'	Guild.	Look	in	the	ground	floor	crates	of	houses	in	Falador.		The	house	east	of	Falador	East	Bank.	Player	vs.	I
won't	say	this	will	be	perfect,	but	I	would	like	to	be	consistent	with	this	as	possible.	Elite	experience	lamp.	The	merging	of	the	two	item	stacks	will	now	reset	the	expiration	timer.	Ground	loot	changes:	A	bug	which	caused	some	of	your	own	loot	to	not	be	able	to	be	picked	as	an	Ironman	has	been	fixed.	Gray/final	phase:	Will	always	start	first	attack	with
the	opposite	of	the	last	attack	style	of	the	previous	phase,	switches	every	attack	(had	phase).	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	Teleports	>	Yanille	>	Run	northwest	to	the	building	with	a	piano	just	north	of	the	Wizard's	Guild.	I	need	to	try	new	things,	entertain	myself	and	find	my	smile	once	again	so	that	I	can	be	the	KP	that	fights	every	single	day	to	put	a
smile	on	someone's	face,	even	if	it	is	online.	Strategy:	Hydra	attacks	with	both	Ranged	and	Magic,	switching	styles	in	a	predictable	pattern	every	3	attacks.	Thank	you	for	everything,	Dan.	The	damage	reduces	if	you	wear	a	full	set	of	Shayzien	armour,	obtained	from	fighting	the	soldiers	in	the	Combat	Ring.	Wyrms:	Pure	essence	drops	are	now	noted.	I
just	felt	it	was	very	outdated	plus	something	like	Attack	isn't	even	in	the	schedule.	Obtain	5	raw	ugthanki	meat	by	killing	them	near	the	entrance	then	cook	them.	Jump	to	content		View	New	Content					Forum	Loyalty	Program					Search				Posted	by	Moe	on	11	October	2021	-	11:22	AM	Credits:	@Classic	Credits:	@Noobs	Smite	Hello	GAMERS,	We	are
less	then	a	month	away	from	Alora's	5th	Anniversary!	Alora	has	been	officially	up	since	November	4th,	2016.	Teleport	Wizard	>	Skilling	>	Crafting	Guild	Run	directly	south	until	you	reach	the	building	by	the	river	Teleport	Wizard	>	Cities	>	Varrock	Run	east	til	you	are	outside	Varrock	and	take	the	path	north	until	you	reach	the	lumberyard	then	jump
the	fence	Type	::Gamble	Run	south	of	the	Castle	Wars	bridge	then	just	northeast	of	it	you	will	find	this	spot.	This	damage	increase	is	permanently	on	when	the	Hydra	reaches	the	penultimate	(gray)	form.	A	bug	which	caused	stackable	items	(eg.	This	can	be	avoided	by	moving	out	of	the	way.	Construction	cape	should	be	able	to	teleport	you	to	your
POH	also.	Clap	in	the	magic	axe	hut.	Huge	shoutout	to	@GIM	Flex	for	helping	with	this	so	I	could	get	it	out	soon	after	the	update.	If	you	apply	without	having	met	the	requirements,	your	request	will	be	declined.	Monster	death	for	pkers	who	die	to	an	ironmen.	Obtaining	a	task	you	shouldn’t	be	able	to	(eg.	What’s	more	realistic	is	that	players	(if	any
even	tried)	would	try	and	buy	the	rank	with	in	game	gold,	buying	custom	transfers.	-	In	a	short	paragraph,	please	explain	why	you	feel	you	deserve	the	rank	you're	applying	for.	(Lock	pick	required)			Sherlock		Spoiler	Smith	a	Rune	dart	(Hammer,	Rune	bar,	Feathers)	(89	Smithing,	81	Fletching)	Burn	a	redwood	log	(Tinder	box,	Redwood	log)	(90
Woodcutting	and	Firemaking)	Equip	an	Abyssal	whip	in	front	of	the	Abyssal	demons	in	the	basement	of	the	Slayer	tower.	Konar’s	tasks	that	did	not	deduct	/	add	XP	have	been	fixed.
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